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ABSTRACT

Nierniec, Carrie Ann. M.S., Purdue University, August 1996. Benchmarking and
Verification of Bipolar Junction Transistor TCAD Simulation Programs. Major Professor:
Mark S. Lundstrom.
This thesis contains the results from a benchmarking study, which involves
comparing different device modeling approaches. After discussing the pflilosophical
importance of accuracy and truth in science with respect to modeling, modern day
simulation methods are discussed and a methodology defined. The modeling approaches
compared are the drift-diffusion method, which is most commonly utilized currently, the
hydrodynamic/energy transport method, which has greater rigor than drift-difision but
has some convergence problems, and the scattering matrix approach, which fully solves
the Boltzmann Transport Equation. The scattering matrix approach is used as the
computational benchmark because it is the most rigorous and accurate solution available.
Three different bipolar junction transistors are used for the study, a currelnt day, 25 GHz
transistor, which is in production, and two research devices, a 55 GHz and a 75 GHz
transistor. A group of terminal characteristics is defined and simulated for each device.
All methods give the same results for the 25 GHz;: however, differences ,are seen with the

higher speed devices. The study is just the beginning of an ongoing effort which will help
define where and when device simulators can be relied upon.

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Role of Technology Computer-Assisted Design (TCAD) in Microelectronics

TCAD has become increasingly important as integrated circuits (1:Cs) have become
more complicated. Originally, most of the circuit design was done by pla.cing discrete
components on printed circuit boards, which implied large of amounts of area being used
and relatively slow designs, and thus circuit performance was easy to preldict through
calculations on paper. As technology evolved and complete circuits started having both
passive and active components on the same silicon substrates, the pen and pencil approach
was no longer enough. It became necessary to know such things as impeidance of local
interconnections and interactions between different devices and the substrate. Computer
simulations evolved from these new requirements. In early IC designs, biipolar technology
was widely implemented; however, in the 1970's Metal-Oxide-Silicon (MOS) technology
came to the forefront. With MOS and Complimentary MOS (CMOS) becoming more
important, there was aggressive scaling down of dimensions so that Moll; could compete
with Bipolar Junction Transistors (BJTs) in high speed applications. Soon first order
assumptions about physical effects and doping profiles were no longer ac.curate. The
computer simulations evolved into more complicated two-dimensional programs, and
different approaches on how to simulate these effects were investigated. In recent years,
the simulations have moved to encompass everything from fabrication to motherboard
design. Analysis tools have been coupled so that information from a process simulator is
fed into a device simulator, and parameters extracted from the device sirrlulator are used in
IC simulation, which feeds into motherboard simulators.

1.2 Types of TCAD
1.2.1 Process TCAD

Process, device, equipment, circuit, and layout simulators are coupled into each
other to allow complete simulation of the design process. Process TCAD has arisen from
the need to have accurate data on doping profiles. In both BJT and MOS devices, certain
parameters depend directly on the doping profile; current gain in a bipo1a:r is determined
by emitter efficiency, which is dependent on the doping profile and MOS threshold voltage
is also determined by doping. To simulate a fabrication process, ion implantation energy,
total implanted dose, drive-in temperature and time, oxidation rate, and many other
parameters can be changed to emulate the actual or desired fabrication line. From a
completely specified fabrication process, the doping profile data is extracited and the
information is then passed on to a device TCAD program.
1.2.2 Device TCAD

Device TCAD programs use the doping profile information to simulate the device
in question. Along with doping information, accurate models must be used in the
programs. When using device simulators, basic choices need to be made involving such
things as which models, i.e. drift-diffusion, hydrodynamiclenergy transpo:rt,or Monte
Carlo, will be utilized. Other worries include the description of the dependence of
mobility on dopant concentration and electric field and the modeling of bandgap
narrowing. Therefore device simulators must simulate devices accurately and completely.
Once the device is simulated and all of the necessary circuit parameters are extracted, the
data is fed into a circuit simulator.
1.2.3 Circuit design TCAD

Circuit simulators are used extensively to verifl logic operation. The basic ones
only deal with logic verification and do not simulate timing delays through the circuit. As
circuit designs approach higher operating speeds, the timing delays through the circuit
have become important, and thus circuit simulators have increased in connplexity. At this
point, layout simulators are coupled into the circuit simulators because ti:rning delays are

directly related to the path the signal must travel. Once the IC has been simulated and
fabricated, it can then be used in a motherboard layout.
1.2.4 Motherboard TCAD

Motherboard simulation is very similar to circuit simulation. It generally includes
logic and timing verification along with layout concerns. In motherboard design, multiple
and various ICs are laid out and interconnected. Once again timing and routing concerns
are a major worry.
1.2.5 Interactions between TCAD types

By coupling all of the different TCAD packages, engineers can sirnulate most of
the major steps in IC and motherboard production. This in turn cuts doun on errors and
increases the probability of producing a working product, which directly leffects a
company's profits. Fig. 1 illustrates the interaction between the TCAD types.
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Fig. 1.1 TCAD interactions.

1.3 Types of Device TCAD

There are various implementations of device simulators available today. The most
common and simplest involve the drift-diffusion equations. Some programs utilize the
hydrodynamiclenergy transport model and others implement the Monte (>arloapproach.
1.3.1 Drift-diffusion

The classical semiconductor equations are obtained from an approximate solution
of the first two moments of the Boltzman Transport Equation (BTE). Tlne drift-diffision
approximation assumes that the electron temperature gradient, We,is negligible and that
v . E is small compared to the other terms; this hrther simplifies the momentum
conservation equation. Also, the quasi-steady state model is accurate for most cases and
therefore

=

0 [I]. Temperature dependence is partially taken into ziccount with field

dependent mobility because as the field accelerates the carrier the carrier temperature will
increase and the mobility will change; however, the diffusion coefficients are calculated
assuming the carriers are at the lattice temperature. The continuity equations, the
semiconductor equations, and Poisson's equation are then self-consistently solved.
1.3.2 Hydrodynamic or energy transport

The hydrodynamic approach is more complex than drift-difision and involves
solving for the first three moments of the BTE. By including the third mloment, the energy
gradient is included in current equation and mobility is a fbnction of averragecarrier
temperature (energy). Hydrodynamiclenergy transport methods provide more information
than the drift-diffusion approach because they include the third moment of the BTE.
1.3.3 Monte Carlo

The Monte Carlo approach, a numerical method, solves the BTE directly. Monte
Carlo simulates scattering events of carriers as they move through a device. The
simulation follows a large number of particles for a time At and then it sallves Poisson's
equation. Then the particles are moved again and Poisson's equation is resolved. Once
steady-state conditions prevail, the process is stopped. Monte Carlo is the most accurate
of the simulation techniques because it l l l y solves the BTE.

1.4 Benchmarking and Verification

Benchmarking is conceptually a straightforward process. In general, one wishes to
compare programs which solve the same problem but approach the solution differently.
However, there are more basic, philosophical questions which should be asked before
embarking on a benchmarking study. How well do the models simulate reality? How
accurate are the models? Do the models tell the "truth? Over what operrating conditions
are the models valid? These questions have arisen in multiple scientific arenas. For
example, how accurate are atmospheric models in predicting the weather [3]. Also, there
are many complex hydrological and geochemical models but we cannot predict when and
where an earthquake will occur [4]. All of the problems illustrated, in atmospheric and

hydrological/geochernical models occur in device models.
1.4.1 Atmospheric models

Atmospheric models arise from Newton's laws and thermodynamics, from which a
set of partial differential equations are derived. The partial differential equations contain
constants for solar energy input, heat radiated away from the earth, and lrmd mass and
ocean interactions, which can be estimated fairly well but still contain some error. Even
with the constants defined, the differential equations cannot be solved an~~lytically;
numerical methods must be used, which inherently introduces inexactness.. Another
contribution to inaccuracy is chaos. Atmospheric patterns are sensitive to initial
conditions and similar configurations can give wildly different predictions. So to give
usefbl predictions, the meteorological observations would have to occur over a very fine
grid so that the initial conditions were accurate. This is not viable with current
techniques. "The two problems are different in kind, in that the first problem
(unsolvibility/uncomputability) is a problem we have in getting answers out of a theory,
while the second problem (chaos) is a problem about the physical system ,itself."[3] The
first problem is generally solved by simplifying the differential equations. In the process of
simplification, the assumptions made should not interfere with the accurac:y of a class of
target predictions. However, any simplification made will always be susplect because the
effects may not be of the first order. The assumption may cause small anomalies which do

not matter in a course grid; however, as the grid becomes finer the model may no longer
be accurate. Once a simplification is made, the accuracy of the model, even in its
supposed area of validity, will always be in question. Also, one must always remember
that simplified models will only predict valid results in defined areas. It is;apparent that
there will always be some error in the model; there is no obvious solution,to the problem
other than recognizing the drawbacks and trying to reduce the error.
1.4.2 Hydrological and geochemical models

Hydrological and geochemical models [4] have similar problems to atmospheric
models. However, these models also illustrate a couple of other difficulties involved with
modeling. In these models, many of the input parameters are incompletely known.
Second, continuum theory is used to represent natural systems, which causes a loss of
information at the scale lower than the averaging scale. For example, the Darcian velocity
of a porous medium, which is the velocity of the water as if it were moving through the
entire cross-sectional area normal to the flow, is not equal to the velocity structure at the
pore scale. The Darcian velocity does not take into account that the water can only flow
through the pores; it assumes that the water can flow through the entire area. Thirdly, the
scaling up of input parameters causes inaccuracies. In most models, the input parameters
are measured on the order of meters or larger; however, the scale at which these
parameters are measured is usually much smaller. In general, the relationship between the
measured properties and model properties is unknown, and therefore the scaling may be
incorrect. Finally the models have many inferences and assumptions. In many
geochemical models of water-rock interaction, it is assumed that observable mineral
assemblages achieve equilibrium with a modeled fluid phase. Kinetic effczts are ignored
because there is no data available. But many rocks appear to have a degree of
disequilibrium; however, it is considered negligible because of difficulty in quantifjing the
effect. All of these inaccuracies effect the model, and if the model predic.tions do not
match collected data, it is very difficult to pinpoint exactly which simplification/assumption
is the problem. In the end, one generally works with the model until it fits with observed
data. Once this is done, the model is not necessarily unique. For example, in one model

the scaling of the measured properties is changed and in another the kinetic effects are
added, but they both give the same answer and fit with observed data. Which one is
correct? Also, just because the model works for the data gathered for the last ten years
does not mean that it will be valid in the future. At some point, the region of validity for
the model and the actual conditions may no longer intersect. The boundaries for
hydrological and geochemical models are not well defined. Models need to be constantly
checked for accuracy because regions of validity are not always defined or even if they are
defined, they may not be entirely correct. Once again due to assumptions and
simplifications, the model, even in its range of validity, is suspect.
1.4.3 Device models

As shown above, the problems of uncomputability, accuracy of p:hysical

parameters, and regions of validity occur in different areas of science. Similarly, the same
problems contribute to model inaccuracy in the solid state area. Basically, for a
completely accurate solution in a device simulation, the BTE must be solved. In most
cases, this is not viable due to computational requirements and thus simplifications, i.e.
drift-difision and hydrodynamic, are used. These simplifications can cause inaccuracies.
For example, in a BJT, hydrodynamic models show velocity overshoot and in driftdiffusion models no velocity overshoot occurs. Which model is correct? Also, the
accuracy of physical parameters depends upon the model. In a drift-diffi~sionmodel, the
parameters are well-defined and considered reasonable; however, in hydrodynamic models
many of the parameters are not well known. Also, if silicon is the semiconductor of
choice, the models are much more accurate than if one was using germanium. This arises
from the fact, that most of industry uses silicon and thus simulation companies have spent
time and effort to accurately model silicon. Finally, the regions of validity for the
simulation models has never been well-defined. So, as with geochemical models, the
validity of the model must constantly be checked. Because of these problems, the
accuracy and validity of all device models, which do not solve the BTE completely, must
be questioned.

1.5 Research Objectives

The prime objective is to build confidence in numerical device sirn~ulationby
comparing and them to each other and assessing their accuracy in terms of underlying
theory. To reach this objective, I must define a structured methodology fbr assessing and
comparing device simulation approaches. There are also secondary objectives:
to define the range of validity for existing simulation programs
to identifjr key device physics issues with respect to current and next generation
technologies
to relate the physics issues to consequences at the circuit model level
to provide a database of benchmarking results to tool developers and users.
The rest of this thesis delves deeper into the objectives, and hopefblly hlfills them.
Chapter 3 discusses the methodology , theory, and simulation packages i11excruciating
detail. The three following chapters discuss the results for three bipolar d'evices, which
have different operating frequencies. The final chapter summarizes the data and presents
conclusions and suggestions for hture research.

CHAPTER 2: DEVICE SIMULATION APPROACHES

2.1 Introduction

The three most widely used device simulation approaches are drifit-diffusion,
hydrodynamic or energy transport, and Monte Carlo. The drift-diffusion is the most
widely used because it is the simplest and still accurately describes device operation. It
solves for the first two moments of the BTE. The hydrodynamic approach has evolved
from the belief that someday the drift-diffusion method will no longer be (enoughto
accurately simulated submicron devices; it adds the third moment of the BTE to the
solution. Monte Carlo solves the BTE rigorously and completely; however, it is
computationally intensive. Monte Carlo is the most accurate of the three but devices up to
this point have been accurately modeled with either the drift-diffusion or lhydrodynamic
approach. They are generally preferred over Monte Carlo because they d.o not take as
long to run.
2.2 Boltzmann Transport Equation
Carrier transport can be described by the Boltzman Transport Equation if the
carriers are treated as classical particles. The BTE describes how carriers are distributed
in momentum space for each position in real space at a specific time t. More complete
derivation and explanations are given in [ 5 ] . The semi-classical methods of device
simulation are based on the BTE

wheref, which is short forAr,p,t), is the carrier distribution hnction, u is the group
velocity of the electron, F represents the force of the applied and built-in magnetic and
electric fields, s(r,p, ,t contains carrier recombination-generation processes. The collision

term df/drC,l~is the net rate of increase of J due to collisions and for non-degenerate
semiconductors it is

where f@') gives the probability that a carrier is at p' for the in-scattering process and
S@',p), the transition rate is the probability per second that a carrier at p' will scatter top.
This assumes that statep' is occupied and that statep is empty. The second summation is
the reverse process. The BTE predicts how electric fields, recombination-generation,
scattering events, and other phenomena effect the carrier distribution in a semiconductor.
From f(r,p,t), the average values of carrier concentration, velocity, and energy
(temperature) can be determined at a specific time and position by taking the moments of
the distribution function according to

where A(r.p,t) is the quantity to be averaged and O i s a normalization factor. For the
zeroth moment, A(r,t)=l, the denominator is omitted and the quantity solved for is carrier
concentration. The first moment is A(r,t) ~ ~ / r and
n * it produces the average velocity per
r n *it gives average energy per carrier. This
carrier; the second moment is ~ ( r , t ) = ~ ~ / 2and
process can continue on indefinitely. The drift-diffusion and hydrodynamic equations are
derived fiom these moments.
The BTE does have some limitations due to the fact it is a single particle
description of a system which contains many particles. The main approximations are: lack
of treatment for correlations between particles, assumption that the carriers as particles
obey Newton's laws, and assumption that collisions are binary, occur inst~antly,and are
localized in space. [5]
Carriers interact with each other through their electric fields, thus correlations
between carriers occur. To statistically treat this, an N-particle distribution function is
needed, which dramatically increases the difficulty of obtaining a solution. In general, the

carrier concentration is small enough that the correlations are weak and so the distribution
hnction can be simplified to the one particle distribution hnction,j(r,p,z,r.
The BTE also treats carriers as classical particles which obey Newton's laws. As
long as the potential varies slowly on the scale of the carrier's de Broglie wavelength,

where h is Plank's constant, m* is the carrier's effective mass, k~ is Boltzmann's constant,
and T is temperature. The final approximation requires that the mean free path must be
longer than the de Broglie wavelength.
Generally, the BTE is too difficult to solve except for extremely simple problems.
However, Monte Carlo simulations have been done but require large amounts of CPU
time and computer resources. The next couple of sections discusses commonly used
methods ranging from approximate to rigorous solutions. The accuracy of the model is
directly related to how well the BTE is solved.
2.3 Poisson's Equation

Poisson's equation,

is coupled with some form of the BTE to provide self consistent solution. Poisson's
equation relates the electric field within the device to hole, electron, and clopant
concentration. By solving for both the BTE and Poisson's equation, the carrier
concentration solution includes the effects from transport processes (BTES) and
electrostatic forces (Poisson's equation).
2.4 Drift-Diffusion Approach

The drift-diffision approach is the most widely used solution method of the BTE
and Poisson's equation. By multiplying (2.1) by p/m* and integrating over the momentum,
the current equations,

J, =qp,nE+qD,Vn
J, = q p p p E - q D p V p

are derived. For fbrther mathematical details see [ 5 ] . The first equation deals with
electrons, where J, is the electron current density, q is the charge of an ellectron, pn is the
electron mobility, n is the electron concentration, E is the electric field, and D, is the
diffusion coefficient, and the second equation is the hole counterpart. The distribution
fbnction,f, no longer appears in the equations because it was integrated out in taking the
first moment. Along with the current equations, the continuity equations,

are also required for a self-consistent solution. In both equations, G is the generationrecombination rate.
As mentioned before, the drift-diffusion approach evolves fiom simplifllng the
BTE. First, the momentum relaxation time is assumed to be much smalletr than any
temporal variations. Next, the electron temperature gradient and the drift component of
the kinetic energy density are assumed to be neghgible. Also, the electric:field is assumed
to be either low or if it is high, it is uniform. The diffusion coefficient and mobility are
both material and device dependent, which requires low or high, uniform fields. Thus,
they are assumed to be dependent upon the local electric field only, which as devices
become smaller is not necessarily true. In larger devices, it is assumed that the carriers
scatter sufficiently before the electric field changes so that the distribution hnction is the
same as for a bulk semiconductor (i.e. the device has reached steady-state); however, for
smaller devices, the electric field may change too quickly for the carriers .toscatter
enough. In this case, depending upon boundary conditions and electric field, the same
value of electric field at two different locations in a device could have different mobilities
and diffusion coefficients. In the larger device, the mobilities and diffusion coefficients are
the same. Because of the transport parameters depending only upon the 'local electric
field, the DD model cannot predict velocity overshoot, which occurs fionn rapid temporal

and spatial variations of electric field, or ballistic transport, which is due to the lack of
scattering.
To improve prediction of velocity overshoot, an augmented DD model has been
proposed. [6]. Basically, a field gradient term is added to (2.6) and (2.7). The addition
makes the numerical system more nonlinear and can cause convergence problems. Note,
this addition will not improve ballistic transport modeling because it is still assumed that
the carriers scatter. However, the DD model will accurately describe device operation up
to the ballistic transport limit [7].
2.5 Hydrodynamic and Energy Transport Approach

The hydrodynamic and energy transport models are more rigorous than driftdiffusion. They not only solve for the first and second moment of the B l E but also the
third, which expresses conservation of energy flux. The primary difference between the
hydrodynamic and energy transport approaches is the hydrodynamic model is derived from
the BTE by taking moments and the energy transport equations arise fiorn the linearized
BTE [8]. The linearized BTE is the BTE split into its odd and even comlponents. To be
able to split the BTE in this manner, the collision operator is assumed to be linear [9].
One such derivation of the hydrodynamic and energy transport models appears in
[lo], which is the model used for the benchmarking project. Both models contain
Poisson's equation and the continuity equations like the drift-diffusion approach.
However, the following additional equations for electron and hole current densities are
needed to hlly speciG the problem. For the hydrodynamic model, they alrefor electrons

J,,= qpn(uTn)
* [nE + v(uTnn)]

(2.10)

and for holes
J, =

q p , f u T p ) * [ p E - v(uTpf?)]

(2.11)

where J, and Jp are the electron and hole current density, pn and ,L+ are tlhe electron and
hole mobility, uTn= kT& and u

Tp

= kT/q

are the average electron and hole energy, n

andp are the electron and hole concentration, and E is the electric field. The energy
transport current equations have a different form,

and

In addition, both models contain the electron and hole energy balance equations, which
includes transient effects and camer cooling due to impact ionization

where S, and S, are the electron and hole energy flow density, uTO= kT6/qis the lattice

z and z,, are the energy relaxation time for electroils and holes. To
thermal energy, and ,
completely specifL the problem, the energy relaxation times need to be defined. Because
the energy relaxation times are dependent upon the distribution fbnction, they are
approximated. The relaxation times are determined under steady-state, sipatially uniform
conditions, and it is then assumed that they can be used in transient nonuniform conditions
[ 5 ] . The steady-state results can either be measured or extracted from Monte Carlo data.

2.6 Monte Carlo Approach

The Monte Carlo approach is a numerical method for rigorously solving the BTE.
It is a statistical method which simulates various scattering events and trajectories of
carriers as they move across a device. To simulate carrier movement, Monte Carlo
programs require detailed bandstructure models and carrier scattering information. An
ovewiew of the technique and the mathematical relationship between Mclnte Carlo and the

BTE can be found in [ l 11 and [12]. Because of the amount of detail incorporated into the
technique, Monte Carlo is the most accurate for simulating transport in semiconductor
devices.
Although Monte Carlo is the most accurate simulation method available, there are
some disadvantages. First, because thousands of particles are simulated, there is a large
computational cost. Due to the computational requirement, Monte Carl01 simulations are
generally on the order of a few picoseconds. This small time scale does not allow the
inclusion of recombination-generation statistics, which occur on a time scale of a few
microseconds. Second, statistically rare events are not represented well. Third, because
of statistical noise from phonon scattering, Monte Carlo methods cannot resolve the
average velocity in low field areas. Finally, when coupling Poisson's equation with the
Monte Carlo technique, convergence problems arise because of charge density
fluctuations.
The Monte Carlo method is not able to simulate devices such as bipolars junction
transistors. However, it is utilized widely as a research tool. It can also be used to
provide information for simpler simulation methods. As mentioned earlier, Monte Carlo
results can provide hydrodynamic and energy transport simulators with rrlobility and
energy relaxation time data.
2.7 Other Approaches
2.7.1 Scattering matrix

The scattering matrix approach (SMA) directly solves the BTE. [n a one
dimensional device, the scattering matrix approach breaks up the device into slabs which
are connected by carrier fluxes or modes. The fluxes can represent either a discrete or
continuous representation in k-space [I 31. A scattering matrix describes the transport
across each slab. The rows and columns of the matrices represent the discretization of the
device in k-space. Element z j contains the probability that a flux entering a slab in mode j
will exit the slab in mode z. The scattering matrices are generated by using the Monte
Carlo approach and are very sparse because most of transitions are highly improbable.

Because the scattering matrices are based on Monte Carlo data, tlhe accuracy of
the scattering matrix approach is directly tied to the accuracy of the Monte Carlo
technique being used. However, scattering matrix approach is not as connputationally
expensive as a Monte Carlo simulation and thus can be used to simulate devices.
2.7.2 Spherical harmonics

Another method for solving the BTE is by utilizing spherical harnionics. By
expressing the distribution function, f(r,p,,t), as a series expansion and solving for the
expansion coefficients, and approximate solution can be found. The spherical harmonic
approach expands the distribution function in polar phase-space coordinatesp = (p, 8, gl)
wherek = Ikl, 01 8 < n , a n d 0 5 4 1 2 n a n d [14]

where

qm(O,4)

are the spherical harmonics. Generally, I is usually set to 1, which while

simp@ng the problem also decreases the accuracy of the solution. Also, if a spherically
symmetric bandstructure about k = 0 is assumed then there is no 4 dependence [2], which
sets m

=

0. This once again simplifies the problem with direct consequerlces to the

accuracy of the solution.

CHAPTER 3: BIPOLAR DEVICE SIMULATION TESTS

3.1 Methodology
Any project must have a methodology which leads to the successful completion of
it's objectives. By reviewing the project's objectives, the first step was to define a
computational benchmark and choose the other simulation approaches, which are derived
from the more rigorous approach. It is important that the simulation tectmiques be
compared in a consistent manner and therefore the different approaches were calibrated to
the computational benchmark. For example, drift-diffusion, energy transport, and Monte
Carlo should give the same bulk velocity versus electric field and low-field mobility versus
doping curve. The calibration was done before the full-blown benchmark: was started.
Next, device structures were defined, simulated, and compared. A suite of electrical tests
was defined and the device structures used these tests as a basis of comparison. Internal
quantities were analyzed to explain any differences in terminal quantities. Finally, the data
was gathered in a logical fashion and reported to tool users and developers.

3.2 Simulation Tools
Several different simulation packages and approaches are being utilized. They
come from various sources throughout industry and universities. There are two driftdiffision simulation tools, Device 1.6 and Medici. Medici also contains a1 hydrodynamic
and energy transport packages; in this research the energy transport model is being
utilized. The Scattering Matrix Analysis of Silicon Heterojunctions (SWISH) is the
scattering matrix approach to solving the BTE. This is the simulation software which the
others will be benchmarked against.

3.2.1 Device 1.6
Device 1.6, which was written by Michael Shcroter, provides mixed-mode
devicelcircuit simulation of Si MOS transistors and Si and SiGe bipolar tl-ansistors.

Device performs DC, quasistatic, small signal AC, and large signal transient analysis. It
also has the capability of performing circuit analysis using compact models. For a
description of the program see [15].
3.2.2 Medici
Medici is a commercial package by Technology Modeling Associiites (TMA),
which contains a drift-difision, hydrodynamic, and energy transport moclel. It can
simulate homo- and hetero- structure device, and it performs DC, small signal AC, and
large signal transient analysis in both one dimension and two dimensions. For more
information see [lo].
3.2.3 Scattering Matrix Analysis of Silicon Heterojunctions (SMASH)
SMASH self-consistently solves the BTE in one spatial dimension for silicon and
silicon germanium devices by the scattering matrix approach. SMASH is based on the
scattering matrix approach formulated in [16]. It currently assumes an e:l:lipsoidal,
nonparabolic energy band for electrons and uses a simple one-flux method for holes. It
performs DC analysis.
3.3 Suite of Electrical Tests
The suite of electrical tests was derived fiom multiple conversations with Michael
Schroter, a circuit designer who utilizes bipolar junction transistors. The electrical tests
are of sigtllficance to circuit designers. Most of them are basic bipolar quantities which
are normally discussed and simulated. Table 3.1 contains an overview of all of the
electrical parameters. The right hand column contains a list of quantities which are being
conveniently called 'circuit parameter'. They are not necessarily related to any specific
circuit simulator; they are used to summarize the data obtained fiom the electrical tests.
These circuit parameter's are more fully explained in the following sectioins. A good
source for more information on SPICE model parameters is [17].
Table 3.1
Relationship between terminal characteristics and circuit parameters.

I Terminal Characteristics I Circuit Parameters

I ~ ( V B EIB(VBE)
),

I

I IS, saturation current

I

1

PO,max. current gain

I Iw, high current roll-off

I

I BVcm, c-e breakdown

I

Breakdown

I f~(Ic)

I fTpk, max. operating freq.

1I
1I

zn, ideal forward transit time

7dk)

IKF,high current roll-off
CE y-parameters

VA,early voltage

Pd,excess phase
3.3.1 Gummel plots, Ic and IBVS. V B ~

From Gurnrnel plots, an indication of high current effects can be obtained by
comparing the current rollover at high voltages. The onset of high-level injection can be
determined. Also, IS can be derived from the IC and VBEdata

where n is equal to 1.
3.3.2 Common emitter current gain, B vs. Ic

The current gain plot illustrates high current effects and describes the effectiveness
of the bipolars operation. It measures the bipolars ability to amplify the input current,

fi

is the maximum current gain and Im is the current at which high current effects begin. IKF
is very hard to define because the onset of high current effects is a fizzy area; in this case

Im is defined as the current value at one-half the maximum current gain, ,&A
3.3.3 Gain-bandwidth product, f~vs. Ic

The gain-bandwidth plot also gives information about the high current effects and
may give an indication of the importance of quasi-ballistic transport in the base and the
velocity overshoot in the collector-base space-charge region. It also gives the maximum
operating frequency,fr,,k,,

of the device.

3.3.4 Delay time, zt vs. G.

By extracting the transistor's delay time from the E and f~data, the capacitive
effects are removed. If the depletion charges are not or wealdy coupled to current, the
delay time can be written as [18]

LCv is the sum of all current independent capacitances connected to the 'base terminal, and

Sf is about equal to Ic,because it is equal to the forward transconductm;e for a CE short.
By plotting

1

, which

is also called z ~versus
,
l/Ic , the low current value of the delay

2Xft
time, zfo, can be extracted by extrapolating a straight line at low Ic.This method in
conjunction with (3.2) provides an easy way to extract the delay time from Zc and fT data.
These results should be a more sensitive test of off-equilibrium transport effects. It
effectively, illustrates, the onset of the Kirk effect and it also provides the ideal forward
transit time, zfo,. By comparing q at fT,,k

to z~ , one can gain an understanding of how

much the delay time effects the maximum operating frequency. By splitting q into its
various components [ 181
rf = r~~+ Tpc + r p+~BE + ~ B C ,

(3.3)

the effect of each can be studied. The forward bias storage time of the neutral base is ~ B F
The neutral emitter and neutral collector transit times are z p and
~ z ~re!spectively.
,

TBE

and z ~ are
c the base-emitter and base-collector space charge region storage time. At low
current densities q i s mainly a fbnction of z~fandz~c;as the current incre:ases, the other
components contribution increases.
Once again, I*, which was explained in 3.3.3, can be extracted from the transit time data.
It is the current at which the transit time is twice the ideal forward transit time.

3.3.5 Emitter-collector breakdown voltage with base open, BVcEo

As device scaling continues, maintaining an adequate breakdown voltage is an
important issue. The breakdown voltage should be influenced by off-equ.ilibriumtransport
effects.
3.3.6 Small signal y-parameters

The small signal y-parameters are measured at an operating point and are relevant
to circuit designers. The phase of yzl provides information on the magnitude of quasiballistic base transport effects and the magnitude of y22 gives an indication of the Early
voltage,

which may be influenced by velocity overshoot at the base-collector junction.
3.3.7 Excess phase parameter, P T ~

The excess phase parameter is the difference between the actual phase at f~and
90'. It is found by measuring the phase at unity-gain bandwidth.
3.4 Modeling Parameters

In order to benchmark each simulation program against each other, the model
parameters across all platforms have to be calibrated. For example, in the drift-difision
model, mobility is a hnction of doping and field but in the energy transport model mobility
is a finction of doping and energy. The following group of parameters were the ones
calibrated for this project. Appendices A, B, and C contain tables of the model parameters
used in each simulation.
3.4.1 Intrinsic carrier concentration, ni

The intrinsic carrier concentration is

where Nc and Nv are the effective density of states in the conduction and valence band, EG
is the semiconductor bandgap, k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the temperature. The
intrinsic carrier concentration is also effected by high doping effects and .temperature. The
effective intrinsic carrier concentration, which includes these effects, is

where n,o contains the temperature dependence and AVGis the doping dependent bandgap
narrowing. For more in depth explanation see [18].
3.4.2 Bandgap narrowing, AVG

As the doping concentration increases in a semiconductor, the bsndgap narrows
and the effective intrinsic carrier concentration, n,,, increases. Bandgap r~arrowingis also
a fbnction of temperature. Effective bandgap narrowing is treated by the Slotboom
expression [l8],

where AVGis the bandgap shrinkage, D,,and a,, are model parameters, 13 is the total
doping, and

V,, = V,, [l+ a , (T- T,)]
.

(3.8)

Vnj,land a,, are model parameters, 7 is the lattice temperature, and TO is 300 K. The
effective bandgap shrinkage partially determines the effective intrinsic carrier
concentration as shown by (3.5)
3.4.3 Mobility, p

The drift-difision approach and energy transport approach have the doping
dependent mobility model in common. However, drift-difision also has a field dependent
mobility model whereas energy transport has a temperature dependent mobility model.
The doping dependent model is

where m, p,,,,, D,,and a p are model parameters and D is the doping concentration. By
modifjmg m, minority carrier mobility can be accurately modeled; however, this is not
used in this research. For drift-difision, there is also a field dependent mobility which is
modeled by the Caughey-Thomas expression,

where M is the low field mobility, vmt is the saturation velocity, Pis a moldel parameter,
and Ellis the parallel electric field. Some models use the gradient of the .respectiveFermi
level rather than the parallel electric field. The above equations are discu.ssed in fbrther
detail in [lo] and [18]. For energy transport, a temperature dependent rr~obilitymodel is
used rather than a field dependent one [lo],

where U, S is the doping dependent mobility, uT is the carrier's average energy, uTO is the
lattice thermal energy, Pis a model parameter , and

The energy relaxation time is represented by G.At low fields, the temperature dependent
mobility reduces the field dependent mobility.
For the scattering matrix approach, the electron mobility informaition is contained
in the scattering matrices and so neither of these models are directly usedl. However, for
holes, the doping and field dependent mobility models are utilized.
3.4.4 Shockley-Read-Hall(SRH) recombination

SRH recombination is a trap assisted process. If it is assumed thid the dominant
trap level is in the middle of the bandgap, the following formula is obtained [18]:

Rm

=

pn- n,'
rn(ni+ P) + rp(ni+ n)

The electron and hole lifetimes are rnand ,z depend on the material and on the fabrication
process. In bipolar transistors, SRH recombination does not influence operation to a great
extent. The emitter-base space charge region is the largest contributor to SRH
recombination.

3.4.5 Auger recombination

Auger recombination is a band-to-band process which is the reverse of avalanche
generation. It can be modeled by

4,= Cnn+C,p)(np-

nz2)

(3.14)

where Cnand Cpare the Auger coefficients. At high doping concentrations, Auger
recombination is the dominant recombination mechanism, and so it is of iimportance in the
emitter region.
3.4.6 Impact ionization/avalanche generation

Generation by impact ionization for DD is described by
-4
',

=-(annvtmz,+

a p

pvSa,)

(3.15)

where anand a, are the ionization coefficients. Including impact ionization allows the
simulation of breakdown along the base-collector junction. Impact ionization for electrons
in the ET approach is modeled by

with
T

Ucnt

=

2vsarnZm
ECN.II
3

In order to calculate correct effective fields, the homogeneous energy balance equations
are solved,

where the second term is the impact ionization cooling term. Hole impact ionization is
modeled by similar equations. For more in depth information see [lo].
3.4.7 Energy relaxation time, z,

The energy relaxation times can vary over a large range of values. By extracting
the electron energy relaxation time from SMASH, the model which best fit the data is to
set the electron energy relaxation time to a constant of 0.3 ps.

3.4.8 Contacts

The collector and base contacts are treated in all cases as ideal, otunic contacts but
the emitter contact is modeled as ohmic for majority carriers, electrons, a:nd non-ohmic for
minority carriers, holes. Some programs do not permit an ideal ohmic tre:atment of
majority camers while specifying a recombination velocity for minority carriers. Thus, the
emitter contact is treated as a Schottky bamer with zero metal-semiconductor work
function difference. The majority carrier recombination velocity is then specified at 1. lo7
c d s e c and the minority carrier recombination velocity is specified at the (desiredvalue,
which changes with respect to bias in the case of Medici.
3.4.9 Grid

It is important that a consistent grid be used. For Device and Medici, similar nonuniform grids are used; however, SMASH can only specifjr a uniform grid. Although the
non-uniform grids for Device and Medici are used, the same simulations are tested with
SMASH'S grid to verifjr the accuracy of the uniform grid.

CHAPTER 4: 25 GHZ SILICON BIPOLAR
4.1 Device Definition

The first device simulation is a silicon transistor, which has a maximumf~of 25

GHz [19]. Figure 4.1 contains the doping profile for the device. The basme
is as highly
doped as possible with respect to the emitter so that the device maintains a good emitter
efficiency. As can be seen the neutral base width is about 0.1 pm and the emitter is 1 pm
by 1 pm, AE= 1 pm2. The device has been in production for the last two years.

Fig. 4.1 25 GHz 1D doping profile, & = 1 pm
4.2 Simulation Definition

This device is simulated using the two DD codes, Device and Medici, along with
the ET code, Medici. This first device is used to compare the two different drift-diffusion
implementations and then to verify the energy transport simulation software against the

drift-diffusion solution. Also, Device can do both a quasistatic analysis and a full small
signal ac analysis, and so a comparison between these two different methods is done to
verifL the accuracy of the quasistatic solution. In Medici, there are two different methods
used to solve for the energy transport equations. The uncoupled method., which is used
for this project, solves the DD equations first and then solves for the temperature. For dc
analysis the temperature mobility model is used; however, for the ac analysis the field
dependent mobility model is used. This can cause inaccuracies in the ac cluantities.
However, this solution method was the only on viable because the coupled method, which
fblly couples all equations, had convergence problems. The input decks fbr each simulator
are in Appendix A. Appendix A also contains the list of simulation parameters, i.e.
bandgap narrowing, mobility . .., in Table A.1
4.3 Results

As mentioned in Section 3.3, a suite of electrical tests is used to compare the
different solution methods. The results of these tests for the 25 GHz device are reported
and explained below, and Table 4.1 contains the circuit parameters of interest. For IK&
there are two different numbers due to the fact that the current is defined by both pand 7
as discussed in Section 3.3. The first number is the value extracted from p and the second
is from 9
Table 4.1
25 GHz silicon transistor circuit parameters for drift-diffusion and energy transport
simulation approaches.
Circuit Parameters

I Device (DD)

Medici @D)

-

Medici (ET)

VA (V>

15.50

17.32

12.50

Ptf (degree)

7.65

7.31

6.35

3

Figure 4.2is the Gummel plot for this device; there is good agreement be:tween all three
solution techniques. Figure 4.3contains current gain information and once again the
agreement between the two DD and one ET programs is good. The next two figures,
Figure 4.4and 4.5,show the gain bandwidth product and transit time resiults. The
maximum gain bandwidth for the ET approach is larger than for the DD ;ipproaches. The
the delayed
transit time in the ET simulation does not increase as quickly which indi~~ates
onset of high current effects and the occurrence of velocity overshoot. Cbverall, these
differences are on the order of a few percent, and therefore all of the appiroaches are
accurate.
Finally, because this device is in production, [19]gives some expr:rimental data to
which the simulation results can be compared. This is a two-dimensional device so there
is not necessarily a one-to-one correspondence to the one-dimensional simnulation.
However, for gain,fr, and BVcEo,the simulation and experimental results agree. The gain
is reported as being greater than 60 and the peak operating frequency is ;!5 GHz. The
breakdown voltage is 3.5 V.
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Fig. 4 . 2 Gurnrnel plot for 25 GHz device at VCE= 1.5 V
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Fig. 4.3 Gain versus ICfor 25 GHz device at VCE= 1.5 'V.

Fig. 4.4 Gain-bandwidth product, fr, versus ICfor 25 GHz device at VCE= 1.5 V.
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Fig. 4.5 Delay time, zf,versus ICfor 25 GHz device at VCE= 1.5 V.

4.4 Discussion

To explore these results more deeply, the internal characteristics at particular bias
points are extracted from each program. The three bias points are:
1) VCE = 1.5 V, VBE= 0.8 V - This is in the linear region of operation artd will support
the accuracy of the results.
2) VCE= 1.5, VBE= 0.86 - This is the voltage where the fT is maximum for all of the
programs. Looking at this voltage will explain the differences between the ET and DD
approaches.
3) VCE= 1.5, VBE= 0.90 - This is the onset of high current effects for the DD
approaches. This point is chosen by finding where the forward transit time starts to
increase. By looking at this data, the differences between the onset of high current
effects for DD and ET approaches are explored.
Figures 4.6 to 4.11 contain the pertinent internal quantities for the chosen linear
operating point. By analyzing the Gummel plot at VBE= 0.8 V, it is noticeable that the ET
collector current is about 3 % smaller than the DD collector current. As can be seen in
Figure 4.6, the electric field across the entire device is the same in all three approaches.
The electron concentration and average electron velocity which are show in Figure 4.7 and
Figure 4.8, respectively, show differences between the DD and ET solutions. The

dn
gradient of electrons, -, in the base is steeper for the energy transport model, which
dx
translates into less stored charge. The base of a bipolar transistor is the limiting factor for
the collector current; therefore, it is necessary to blow up the base region. It is generally
assumed that the quasineutral base is where the electric field does not change. Figure 4.9
shows a blown up Section of the electric field profile and the base starts alt about 0.05 pm
and ends at about 0.08 ym. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the same area for the electron
concentration and average electron velocity. In the base, the are electron concentration is
different in the ET approach but velocity overshoot occurs and because Jn = qnv the
collector current is about the same as in the DD approaches.

Also, fiom Table 4.1, the intrinsic base transit time and early voltage for the ET
approach are smaller than in the DD cases. The velocity of the electrons in the DD
simulations is smaller than that of the ET simulation and so the electrons travel across the
device faster in the ET case, which also implies smaller output resistance.
In the collector region there are some differences in electron concentration. Drift
controls the current in the collector region and the mobility models for the ET approach
are different than those used for the DD approaches.
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Fig. 4.6 The electric field at VCE= 1.5 V and VBE= 0.80 'V
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Fig. 4.7 The electron concentration at VCE= 1 . 5 V and VBE= 0.80 V.
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The next operation point of interest is where f~is a maximum. Th~eET approach
gives a larger f~than either of the DD approaches. By tracing the origins of fras
suggested in Section 3.3.4, ?is 83 % of . r for
~ both DD simulations and 95 % for the ET
approach. Next, the various components of the delay time are studied. 113this case, the
device is just entering the high current area; the delay times are about 4 0/;i higher than the
intrinsic delay times. Therefore, the main components are still the neutral base storage
time and the base-collector space charge region storage time. The neutral base storage
1

time, which contributes about 22 %, is calculated by integrating- over the neutral
< v,,>
base length, as determined by examining the electric field. The base-collector space
charge region contributes about 70 %. Figure 4.12 shows the difference iin the average
electron velocities at this bias point. In the drift-diffusion models, the maximum velocity
electrons can travel at is 1

lo7 cmlsec; however, the energy transport model has no such

restriction. Therefore velocity overshoot occurs through the neutral base and basecollector depletion region and because the electrons travel faster through the device, the
ET fTis larger. However, for this device, the velocity difference is not great and so the
frequencies are in reasonable agreement.

Operating Point: VCE = 1.5 V, VBE = 0.86 V

Device

- DO

Medici - OD ....................

Fig. 4.12 The average electron velocity at VCE= 1.5 V and VBE:= 0.86 V.
The last operating region is where high current effects begin. In Figure 4.13, the
electric field for both DD simulations is pushed out hrther than for the E'T simulation.
There is a much larger area of constant electric field. Base pushout is occurring for all
three; however, the DD cases are hrther along. This is expected. Because the electron
velocity for ET is not clamped at the saturation velocity the electron carrier concentration
increases at a slower rate at the base-collector junction. Figure 4.14 shows the same thing
with the hole concentration.
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Fig. 4.14 The hole concentration at VcE= 1.5 V and VBE= 0.90 V.

As mentioned in Section 4.2, Device does both quasistatic and full ac analysis. To
verifL the accuracy of the quasistatic analysis, the magnitude of the gain is plotted against
a frequency region as in Figure 4.15. The frequency at which the gain is unity is the
operation frequency at that voltage point. Table 4.2 summarizes the data. extracted from
the quasistatic analysis and from Figure 4.15. The agreement between the two methods is
not as good as expected because usually the frequency is extracted from the 20 dB point.
The extracted frequency will match the quasistatic analysis and is smaller than the

frequency extracted at the unity gain point because the slope is changing, which is
apparent in Figure 4.15. Therefore, it is a viable option to use quasistatic. analysis, which
is faster, than ac analysis for frequency calculations.

Fig. 4.15 The magnitude of the gain vs. frequency for VBE= 0.70 V, VEIE
= 0.86 V, and
VBE= 0.90 V. The magnitude of the gain vs. frequency for VBE= 0.70 \J, VBE= 0.86 V,
and VBE= 0.90 V

Table 4.2
Comparison of operation frequency calculation for quasistatic analysis and ac analysis.
Operating Point

Quasistatic

AC Analysis

VCE=1.5V

(GHz)

(GHz)

VBE= 0.70 V

0.57

0.80

VBE= 0.86 V

26.6

30.0

VBE= 0.90 V

4.1

5.0

4.5 Conclusions

For the 25 GHz device, there is very good agreement between the drift-diffusion
approach and the energy transport approach. The differences seen are largely due to the
velocity overshoot seen the ET and to a lesser degree the different mobility models utilized
by the approaches. By examining experimental data, both simulation approaches agree
with the data presented in [19]. Any of the simulation programs can be used to simulate
the 25 GHz bipolar junction transistor.

CHAPTER 5: 55 GHZ SILICON BIPOLAR
5.1 Device Definition

The second device is a silicon transistor, which has a maximum f~of 55 GHz.
Figure 5.1 contains the doping profile for the device. The base is as highlly doped as
possible with respect to the emitter so that the device maintains a good emitter efficiency.
As can be seen the neutral base width is about 0.05 pm and the emitter is 1 pm by 1 pm,
AE = 1 pm2. The device is a research device and has never been produceld.

Fig. 5.1 55 GHz 1D doping profile.

5.2 Simulation Definition

This device is simulated using one DD code, Medici, one ET code,,Medici, and
SMASH, the full Boltzmann solver. This device benchmarks the two commercial
packages against the computational benchmark in order to discover which solution
method is more accurate. Once again, the energy transport equations are solved through
the uncoupled method. The simulation parameters are changed fiom the ones in the first
device; they are calibrated to SMASH, which derives everything fiom the Monte Carlo
scattering matrices. The input decks for each simulator are in Appendix EL. Appendix B
also contains the list of simulation parameters, i.e. bandgap narrowing, mobility . .., in
Table B.1
5.3 Results

As mentioned in Section 3.3, a suite of electrical tests is used to compare the
different solution methods. The results of these tests for the 55 GHz device are reported
and explained below, and Table 5 . 1 contains the circuit parameters of interest. For Im,
there are two different numbers due to the fact that the current is defined by both P and

zj

as discussed in Section 3.3. The first number is the value extracted fiom and the second
is fiom

zj.

For SMASH, there is no breakdown measurement because the: program has not

implemented impact ionization, and there is no excess phase measurement because only a
quasistatic analysis is done.
Table 5 . 1
55 GHz silicon transistor circuit parameters for drift-diffision, energy transport and
SMASH simulation approaches.

ICircuit Parameters I Medici (DD) I Medici (ET)

( SMASI-

f~,peak

58.2

69.7

zm (PS)

2.37

1.87

VA 09

12.2

9.2

20.4

Ptf (degree)

7.1

6.2

N/A

(Gb)

Figure 5.2 is the Gumrnel plot for this device. Unlike the 25 GHz device, the 55 GHz
Gunlmel plot has some differences. The base currents are the same; however, the
collector current for the ET approach is larger than both the DD and SMASH results; I, is
20 76 larger for ET than DD and SMASH. Figure 5.3 contains current gain information

and the ET data is once again about 28 % larger than the DD and SMASII data. The next
two figures, Figure 5.4 and 5.5, show the gain bandwidth product and trainsit time results.
The maximum gain bandwidth for the ET approach is 19 % larger than for the DD and
SMASH approaches and the transit time is 17 % smaller. The transit time in the ET
sirnillation does not increase as quickly which indicates the delayed onset of high current
effects and the occurrence of velocity overshoot. The larger Im of DD compared to ET
also1 illustrates the delayed onset of high current effects for the ET solution. The DD Early
voltage is 33 % larger than the ET Early voltage. There are also differences in B V m ; first
the value is very low for a BJT, for this device to be viable the collector profile would
have to be changed to increase the breakdown value. Also, the ET approach has an 80 %
larger breakdown voltage than the DD approach because the ET avalanche model takes
into account the cooling of carriers due to electron-hole pair formation. An electron-hole
pair is formed when an electron gains enough energy to create additional carriers through
impact ionization. The creation of the electron-hole pair requires about a bandgap of
energy. In ET, the impact ionization model reduces the carriers energy as the electronholle pairs are created and the DD does not take this affect into account. So, at a
particular voltage the carriers in the ET solution will have less energy than in the DD
soli~tion,and the breakdown voltage will be higher for ET. The terminal characteristics
show significant differences between the simulation approaches. The SWASH and DD
results show surprising agreement, and the ET results diverge from both SMASH and DD.

Fig. 5.2 Gurnmel plot for 55 GHz device at VCE= VBE.
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Fig. 5.3 Gain versus Ic for 55 GHz device at VCE= VBE..
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Fig. 5.5 Delay time, zf,versus ICfor 55 GHz device at VCE= VBE.

5.4 Discussion

To explore these results more deeply, the internal characteristics ;at particular bias
points are extracted from each program. The three bias points are:
1) VCE= 0.80 V, VBE= 0.80 V - This is in the linear region of operation,and will allow
fbrther study of the differences in the low to mid current range.
2) VCE= 0.89, VBE= 0.89 - This is the voltage where the fT is maximum for all of the
programs. Looking at this voltage will explain the differences between the ET and
DD/SMASH approaches.
3) IC= 3.3 rruVClrn2- This is the onset of high current effects for all three methods. This
point is chosen by finding where the forward transit time starts to increase. By
looking at this data, the differences between the onset of high current effects for DD,
ET, and SMASH approaches are explored.
The first operating point of interest is in the linear region. There ime significant
differences in this area; Figures 5.6 to 5.12 show various internal quantities of interest. By
looking at the Gummel and gain plots at VBE= VCE= 0.80 V, the ET current and gain are
larger than the DD and SMASH values. Figure 5.6 shows the potential for all three
simulators and it verifies that they are all solving the same problem. The electric field is in
Figure 5.7. Only the electric field for the Medici simulations, which giver; the total
effective electrical field in the device, is shown because SMASH gives the electric field
without including bandgap narrowing effects. This is why it is necessary to also look at
the potential to veriQ the simulators are all at the same operating point. 'The electron
concentration and average electron velocity which are in Figure 5.8 and Eiigure 5.9
illustrate the differences between the ET results and the DD and SMASH results. The
electron concentration is different for all three with ET having the least amount of stored
charge. Also, both ET and SMASH have velocity overshoot; however th~eET maximum
velocity is about two times that of SMASH. Once again the collector cuirent is limited by
the base region, and so Figure 5.10 has the electric field in the base blown up. The neutral
base width is about 175 A, which is on the order of the mean free path of silicon, 150 A.
The electron concentration and average electron velocity for the base region are shown in

Figures 5.1 1 and 5.12. The electron concentration in the base changes slightly; however,
the velocity fiom ET increases through the base, whereas the SMASH vr:locity tracks with
the DD solution. This will cause the ET to have a higher collector current and smaller
early voltage. There should be no increase of velocity in the base because there is no
accelerating field. Why is there this velocity difference? First, all parameters defined by
minority camer profile in base, and the slope of the minority carrier profile is determined
by the velocity at the collector. For DD, velocity is clamped a 1

10' cndsec. In the best

case scenario, if distribution function is injected at 300 K no scattering will occur and the
distribution function will exit at 300 K. Because of the low field in the region, there is no
carrier acceleration, i.e, no drift. What is the highest velocity at the end of the base? In
DD, if injected at the thermal velocity, which happens to be 1

10' cmlst:c, and no

scattering occurs, the carriers will exit at the thermal velocity. ET does not have the
velocity clamped and so its results differ due to the larger velocity at the lend of the base.
An interesting question arises from the fact that DD and SMASH agree. Because the

neutral base width is so small, the ballistic transport regime has been reached. However,
Shockley proved in 1962 [20] that DD will work in the ballistic regime. :IFickYsLaw of
Diffision will accurately describe camer transport in the ballistic region if the appropriate
boundary conditions are met. In this case, the thermal velocity has to equal the saturation
velocity, and for silicon, DD meets this condition. The DD equations model the device
well because the base is what constrains the output/collector current. So the fact that
velocity overshoot occurs in collector and the DD method cannot account for it has no
appreciable effect on the solution for the output current. The fact that ET shows a
velocity increase through the base may arise from neglecting the drift eneirgy term.
3 kT
Average energy is made up of a thermal energy term, --, and a drift energy term,
2 9
-1m * v,, . It is assumed that the energy is mainly dependent on the thermal energy;
2
however, because the electron velocity in the base has a different profile I)D/SMASH and
ET, the drift energy may be large enough that neglecting it is not appropriiate.
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Fig. 5.12 The average electron velocity in the base at VCE= VBE= 0.80 V,
Wheref~is maximum is the next area of interest. Energy transport predicts a
larger f~than either drift-diffusion or the scattering matrix approach. By tracing the
origins

off^ as suggested in Section 3.3.4,the transit time is 87 % if zm.Because the

transit time makes up such a large percentage of the maximum operating frequency, the
various components of zfare studied. The device is just beginning to enter the high
current realm and the transit times are about 4 % higher than the intrinsic delay times.
Therefore, the main components are still the neutral base storage time and the basecollector space charge region storage time. The neutral base storage time has a 30 %
contribution to the transit time, and the base-collector space charge region is at 63 %.
The base region and base-collector space charge region were defined by looking at the
electric field curve, which is open to error. These numbers can change just by widening
our shortening the base. Figure 5.13 shows the average electron velocity. As mentioned
before, the velocity of electrons in the ET solution increases as they travel across the base
so when they exit they are at a higher velocity than either the DD or SMASH solutions.
In the base-collector space charge region, both ET and SMASH have velocity overshoot

but the difference is in the magnitude; the ET velocity overshoot is almo!it twice as much.
As the carriers exit the base-collector space charge region, the velocity of the ET and
SMASH decreases at a much faster rate than the DD carrier velocity. In the case of the
SMASH results, this ends up evening out and SMASH and DD have the same frPeak,

however, the fact that in the ET simulation velocity starts to increase in the base and
continues to increase to a larger value contributes to the largerfrp,k.

Medici - DO
M e d ~ c i- ET
SMASH - MC

..............

Fig. 5.13 The average electron velocity at VCE= VBE= 0.89 V.
The final operating region is where high current effects begin. Figure 5.14 and
Figure 5.15 show the beginnings of base pushout for all of the programs. The base for
DD and SMASH has widened appreciably while the ET base is just starting to increase.
Because the electron velocity for ET is not clamped at the saturation velocity the electron
carrier concentration increases at a slower rate at the base collector junction, and so base
pushout occurs at a higher current for energy transport. Originally, SMASH was
expected to show a delay in base pushout; however, because of the agreement between
SNCASH and DD at the base-collector edge, base pushout occurs at the same current.

However, the DD current occurred at VBE= VCE= 0.925 V whereas the ET and SMASH
current occurred at VBE= VCE= 0.92 V.

Fig. 5.14 The potential at Ic = 3 . 3 d p m 2 . .

Fig. 5.15 The hole concentration at Ic = 3.3 d p m 2

5.5 Conclusions

The 55 GHz device brought out differences among the solution methods. The ET
solution varied significantly fiom the DD and SMASH solution, which is due in large to a
non-physical velocity overshoot that starts in the base region. The ET ecluations include
only the thermal energy term when calculating the average energy of the carriers, and this
may cause the velocity overshoot to begin in the base region. The close agreement
between drift-diffusion and the scattering matrix approach is surprising because the base
width is on the order of the mean free path of silicon. However, after retiiscovering the
fact that Ficks's Law of Diffusion will accurately describe carrier movement in the ballistic
regime if the boundary conditions are correct, the accuracy of DD is accepted. Overall,
the drift-diffusion method is a better choice for this device.

CHAPTER 6: 75 GHZ SILICON GERMANIUM BIPOLAR
6.1 Device Definition

The third device is a silicon transistor, which has a maximum f~of 75 GHz. Figure
6.1 contains the doping profile for the device and Figure 6.2 contains the SiGe molarity
profile [21]. The base is as highly doped as possible with respect to the emitter so that the
device maintains a good emitter efficiency. As can be seen the neutral ba.se width is about
0.05 pm and the emitter is 1 pm by 1 pm, AE= 1 pm2. The device is a research device

and has been fabricated [21].

Fig. 6.1 75 GHz 1D doping profile.

Fig. 6.2 75 GHz 1D germanium molarity profile.
6.2 Simulation Definition

This device is simulated using one DD code, Device, and one ET code, Medici.
SMASH is not be used for this device due because the simulations are nc~tyet available.
Device is used as the DD code because it predicts the device's operation better than
Medici. Device in its field dependent mobility model uses the gradient of'the quasi-Fermi
potential rather than the electric field, which is used by Medici. The heterostructure
device has a more complicated electric field than prior devices, and Device's mobility
model predicts a velocity profile similar to the Monte Carlo velocity profile. Medici's DD
predicts a different velocity profile than the Monte Carlo simulation. This is fine because
with the 25 GHz device, it was verified that the two DD packages providle the same
solution and are interchangeable. Once again, the energy transport equations are solved
through the uncoupled method. The simulation parameters are once again calibrated to
SMASH, which derives everything from the Monte Carlo scattering matrices, which are
produced assuming the semiconductor is silicon. Therefore, the only SiC+eparameter
utilized is the change in bandgap with respect to molarity, which is taken fiom Medici

because it is hardwired into the code and cannot be changed. The Medic.i bandgap models
a smaller bandgap than the default bandgap model utilized by Device. The input decks for
each simulator are in Appendix C. Appendix C also contains the list of simulation
parameters, i.e, bandgap narrowing, mobility . . ., in Table C. 1
6.3 Results

As mentioned in Section 3.3, a suite of electrical tests is used to c:ompare the
different solution methods. The results of these tests for the 75 GHz device are reported
ancl explained below, and Table 6.1 contains the circuit parameters of intlerest. For Iu,
there are two different numbers due to the fact that the current is defined by both Pand 7.
The first number is the value extracted from P and the second is from zf. The gain value is
not necessarily valid because there is no area of constant gain, and so it i:; not reported.
Because of the low transit times, the definition of IF has been changed to 10 times the
intrinsic transit time for this device.
Table 6.1
75 GHz silicon germanium transistor circuit parameters for drift-diffusion and energy
transport simulation approaches.

Fipre 6.3 is the Gummel plot for this device. As with the 55 GHz device, there are
significant differencesin the Gummel plots. As expected, the base currents are about the
same. However, as the voltage is increased the base current predicted by the ET model is
4 96 smaller than the DD base current because of the different models used for the emitter

contact. In Medici, the emitter contact is modeled as a Schottky contact with a hole
surface recombination velocity of 9 lo4c d s e c and electron surface rec;ombination of 1
lo!', which causes the Schottky contact to emulated an ohmic contact for the majority

carriers. In Device, the contact is ohmic for majority carriers. For minority carriers the
surface recombination is 1.12 1 o5cdsec, which is obtained from Medici. Because of
the Schottky contact, Medici's actual surface recombination velocity needs to be
calculated by dividing Medici's base current by q and the hole concentrai:ionat the emitter
surface, and this value is then used by Device. At VBE= VCE0.60 V, the hole surface
recombination extracted from Medici is 1.12 lo5cdsec. As the voltage increases the
extracted surface recombination decrease by 4 %; it is not a constant. However, Device
maintains a constant surface recombination and so the base currents differ by about 4 % at
higher voltages.
The collector current for the ET approach is larger than the DD c;ollectorcurrent;
I, is 15 % larger for ET than DD. Figure 6.4 contains current gain information and the ET

data is about 26 % larger than the DD data. Also, the current gain has a slope which
means the n used to calculate I, is greater than 1 and so 1,is not the best .way to compare
the collector currents. At VBE= V C=~0.80 V, the ET IC is 22 % higher than the DD
collector current. The next two figures, Figure 6.5 and 6.6, show the gain bandwidth
product and transit time results. The maximum gain bandwidth for the ET approach is 25
% larger than for the DD approach and the transit time is 38 % smaller. The transit time

in the ET simulation does not increase as quickly which indicates the delayed onset of high
current effects and the occurrence of velocity overshoot. Note that the transit time is
scaled differently than the other figures due to its rapid increase over a s d l current
range. The Early voltage for the DD method is 71 % larger than the ET method, which is
expected, and breakdown is 72 % smaller. The excess phase parameter i:sinteresting

because ET calculates virtually no phase shift; which implies very little capacitance in the
device. However, because the ET solution is uncoupled, in the ac analysis it is using a
field dependent mobility rather than a temperature dependent mobility, and because of the
complexity of the base region, this may not be very accurate. The termin.al characteristics

show significant differences between the simulation approaches.
In comparing the 75 GHz results to the 55 GHz results, there are some noticeable
differences. For I,, gain, and BV&, the differences between the ET and :DD results are
the same for both devices. For fT, the ET approach gives a 19 % difference from the DD
result for the slower device whereas the 75 GHz device has a 25 % difference between the

two approaches. In the 55 GHz device, ET gives an 17 % smaller transit time and the 75
GHz device has a 38 % difference between ET and DD. Early voltage for the 55 Ghz
bipolar is 25 % smaller in ET than in DD, and for the faster device, there is a 42 %
difference. The parameters which are different all require values from an ac analysis. This
could arise from the increased speed of the device. The velocity difference between the
DD and ET solutions for the 75 GHz device could be larger than that of the 55 GHz
bipolar. It also points towards the ET ac analysis, which has the possibility of not being as
accurate as possible. Note, this is a known constraint of the uncoupled method and there
are warnings in the log files for every ac analysis done. Remember, because the ET
equations are being solved uncoupled, the ac analysis utilizes a field dependent mobility
model versus the temperature dependent mobility model. And the field dependent mobility
model in Medici is not the same as the one used in Device. Therefore, the ac analysis
contains some uncertainty.
Finally, because this device has been produced, [21] gives some experimental data
to which the simulation results can be compared. This is a two-dimension~aldevice so
there is not necessarily a one-to-one correspondence to the one-dimensiorlal simulation.
Also, because the device is being simulated by SMASH all the material parameters except
bandgap in the SiGe area are Si because the scattering matrices used by SMASH are
derived for silicon. This mainly results in a 20 % larger mobility in the base region. There
is uncertainty in the bandgap model being used because the default bandg~lpsused in

Device and Medici are different. The Medici bandgap [22] is used for this simulation
because users cannot change the model. If the simulation bandgap is neurower than the
actual bandgap, the emitter injection efficiency will increase, which will affect. current and
gain. The simulations overestimate the gain and peak frequency. The gain at 25 O C is
256, and the peak frequency reported is 60 GHz.Also, the SRH lifetimes, Auger

coefficients, and energy relaxation times are based on silicon and can contribute to
uncertainty. Because SiGe is not as good quality material as Si the SRH lifetimes could be
small enough that SRH recombination is no longer negligible.

Fig. 6.3 Gumrnel plot for 75 GHz device at VCE= VBE.
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6.4 Discussion

To explore these results more deeply, the internal characteristics art particular bias
points are extracted from each program. The three bias points are:
1) VCE= 0.80 V, VBE= 0.80 V - This is in the low to mid current region of operation and

will allow further study of the differences in the low to mid current range. Also, a
Monte Car10 simulation is used to predict which simulation method is more accurate.

-

2) VCE= 0.85, V B=~0.85 This is the voltage where the fr is maximurn for all of the

programs. Looking at this voltage will explain the differences between the ET and DD
approaches.

-

3) IC= 3.0 m ~ f ~ mThis
* is the onset of high current effects for all three methods. This

point is chosen by finding where the forward transit time starts to increase. By
looking at this data, the differences between the onset of high current effects for DD
and ET approaches are explored.

The first point of interest is in the low to mid current range. Figures 6.7 through
6.14 contain internal quantities of interest. The electric field is shown in Figure 6.7.
Figtires 6.8 and Figure 6.9 contain the electron concentration and the average electron
velocity, and the differences directly effw the collector current. To see the effects more
clearly, the base region for the above quantities is blown up and shown in Figures 6.10,
6.1 I, and 6.12. As with the 55 GHz device, the electron concentration for the ET
simulation is smaller than that of the DD simulation; however, the velocity overshoot is
unphysically high and thus the ET predicts a higher collector current because the base
constrains the output current. Section 5.4 has a more complete discussio~non the whys
and wherefores of the velocity differences.
A Monte Carlo simulation of velocity of the same structure is included, and it has
velocity overshoot; however, it is not as appreciable as the ET velocity overshoot. The
increase in velocity in the collector is an artifact of the Monte Carlo simulatian; the region
is basically field fiee and all of the electrons are diffusing so the velocity increases in order
to rnaintain current continuity. Therefore, the DD code appears to do a bletter job
predicting the device operation.
Both the electron concentration and the average electron velocity in the ET
simulation show a more rapid increase/decrease as the electrons exit the base-collector
region. The average electron energy, Figure 6.13, and the gradient of the! average electron
energy, Figure 6.14, are looked at see of the energy term could be causin,gthe velocity
diff'erences. At about 0.1 pm, the energy starts to decrease the and the energy gradient is
negative. By comparing the magnitude of the energy gradient with the magnitude of the
electric field, which is on the order of lo5,in this region, it is determined that the energy
has about a 10 % affect on the velocity, which is minimal. The other option is that
velocity undershoot is occurring. In an area of large and quickly changing electric field,
the mobility in the ET solution will be smaller than the DD mobility. In b'oth DD and ET
as the carriers travel down the electric field, the carriers loose energy. However, DD
assumes that the carriers have a long time to loose the energy and so the DD carriers have
the energy which is directly related to the electric field at that location. ET does not make

that assumption, but the energy still decreases. However because the e1ec:tric field is
changing so quickly, the carriers cannot loose the same amount of energy as in the DD
cast:. Thus at the same electric field the ET carriers have more energy than the DD
caniers, which in turn causes the mobilities to differ. The mobilities for the ET solution
are smaller and so the velocity decreases at a faster rate, which is velocity undershoot.
As mentioned earlier, the gain plot has a n of greater than 1 because as the forward

bias on the base-emitter junction is increased the conduction band changes shape and
effects carrier injection into the base. Figure 6.15, which shows the entin?device, and
Figure 6.16, which shows the base-emitter region, contains the conduction band potential
at several different voltages. Due to the graded mole fraction there is a hump near the
base-emitter edge. The hump acts as a Schottky barrier. As the voltage increases, the
hump widens and the Shottky barrier becomes smaller. The current is also dependent on
the Schottky barrier,

where &n is the barrier height. The current change due to the voltage dependent barrier
height will show up in the n factor.
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Fig. 6.10 The electric field in the base at VCE= VBE= 0.80 V

Fig. 6.11 The electron concentration in the base at VCE= VBE=: 0.80 V.
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Fig. 6. I2 The average electron velocity in the base at VCE= VBE= 0.80 V.

:Fig.6.13 The average electron energy from energy transport at VCE=: V B=~0.80 V.

Fig.6.14 The gradient of average electron energy from energy transport at V C=~VBE=
0.80 V.

Fig.6. I S The conduction band potential at VcE= V B=~0.60,0.80, and 0.87 V.

Fig. 6.16 The conduction band potential in the base-emitter region at Vm = VBE= 0.60,
0.80,and 0.87 V.
Where f~is maximum is the next area of interest. Energy transport predicts a
larger f~than drift-difision. By tracing the origins

off^ as suggested in Section 3.3.4, the

transit time is 81 % of z~ at the peak fT, which is smaller than any of the prior devices.

The transit times of the slower devices are about 90% of zm, and so they are constrained
by the speed at which the carriers cross the base and base-collector regio~ls.And because
the transit times of the device are such a large percentage of the total tramsit time, high
current effects are not affecting the peak operating frequency. This device is probably
constrained by the high current effects because the frequency is maximum at the 80 %

mark. After the peak f~has been reached, the high current start and so the frequency
decreases dramatically. The main components of the transit time are still the neutral base
storage time and the base-collector space charge region storage time. The neutral base
storage time has a 15 % contribution to the transit time, which is lower th~aneither of the
slower devices. The base-collector space charge region contributes 71 %. The base
regon and base-collector space charge region were defined by looking at the electric field
curve, which due to the complicated electric field in the base and collector is a rough

estimate. These numbers can change just by defining the base differently., Figure 6.17
shows the average electron velocity. As mentioned before, the velocity of electrons in the

ET solution increases as they travel across the base so when they exit they are at a higher
velocity than the DD solution. In the base-collector space charge region, ET has velocity
overshoot but is extremely high and non-physical as noted earlier when looking at the
Monte Carlo results. The fact that in the ET simulation velocity starts to increase in the
base and continues to increase to a larger value contributes to the larger jTT,peak.
The velocity profile has two peaks. The first arises fiom the change in bandgap as
the material changes from Si to SiGe, and the second comes from the base-collector
junction. Figure 6.18 shows the electron quasi-Fermi potentials. In the region of the first
spike, the quasi-Fermi potentials have a change in slope, which will result in a change in
the electric field. The second spike also results fiom a change in the slope of the quasiFermi potentials. If the electric field changes so does the average energy and mobility
which in turn causes the velocity to change.
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Fig. 6.17 The average electron velocity at VCE= VBE= 0.85 V.
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Fig. 6.18 The electron quasi-Fermi potential at VCE= VBE= 0.85 V.
The final operating region is where high current effects begin. Fijpre 6.19 and
Figure 6.20 show the beginnings of base pushout for both of the programs. The
conduction band potential shows the DD conduction band being pushed out fbrther than
the ET conduction band, and the hole concentration for DD is larger thari ET. Because the
electron velocity for ET is not clamped at the saturation velocity the electron carrier
concentration increases at a slower rate at the base collector junction, and so base pushout
occurs at a higher current for energy transport. Also, the ET voltage is 0.87 and the DD
voltage is 0.875.

Fig. 6.19 The conduction band potential at Ic = 3.0 r n ~ i p r n ~ .

Device - DD
Medici - E l

Fig. 6.20 The hole concentration at IC= 3.0 mA..pm2

6.5 Conclusions

The 75 GHz device shows larger differences for gain bandwidth, transit time, and
EarIy voltage between DD and ET than seen before. The other parameters changed by the
same amount. The parameters which show the differences between the devices are all
extracted fiom ac analysis. The uncoupled ET solution has a known con:stra.int when
doing an ac analysis. The field dependent mobility model is used rather t11a.nthe
temperature dependent model, and thus the values obtained may not be oorrect. Because
the coupled model is not currently converging there is no basis for compeuison for the
data, and should be worked on in the future to help clarifjt the problem. 'The ET solution
varied significantly fiom the DD solution, which is due in large part to a non-physical
velocity overshoot that starts in the base region. Although the SMASH clata is not
available, a Monte Carlo simulation was done and from that it appears the full Boltzmann
solution will fall in-between the DD and ET solution. In general, the device simulated
here does not match the measured data because the device has silicon material parameter
even in the graded area. The scattering matrices fiom which the data cornes from are
obtained from silicon. However, the bandgap is narrowed due to the addition of the SiGe
so that the basic heterostructure device can be studied. If these parameters were more
accurate, the simulations would be closer the data.

CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRE(ZT1ONS
7.1 Conclusions

The main thing learned is that drift-difision is a much better appl-oximationto the
Boltzmann equation then first thought. Because Fick's Law of Difision will be accurate
in the ballistic regime, the DD equations accurately describe the transport in the neutral
base. However, DD will rrot predict velocity overshoot, and so then SM4SH can be
utilized. The energy transport approach accurately describes the low frequency devices;
however, as the frequency of operation increase, the ET solution divergels from the DD
and SMASH solutions. The ET approach ignores the drift energy term and this may be
the cause of the inaccuracies. The driil energy term is not considered in this
implementation of the energy transport equations; however, other hydroclynamic or energy
transport models do include the drift energy term. One of these programs would make an
appropriate hture addition to the bucket of simulation programs.
For the 25 GHz device, two drift-difision and an energy transport model was
used to simulated the device. All three programs gave the same answer and the results
corresponded well to measured data, and so either one could be used. With the 55 GHz
device, the solutions started to diverge. Drift-difision, energy transport, and the
scattering matrix approach were used. The DD and SMASH results agre:ed and the
energy transport results did not; drift-difision or energy transport would1 be the best
choice for modeling this device. The final device was modeled using onl!r the DD and ET
approaches because the SMASH results were not yet available. A Monte Carlo simulation
was done to verifL which program was more accurate. The quantities which required an
ac analysis showed larger differences than with the prior device. This coiild be due to the
increased speed of the device or due to the implementation of the ac analysis in the

uncoupled ET solution method. Once again, DD and SMASH would be the best
simulation package choice.
With respect to the heterostructure bipolar transistor, the models utilized by the
ET and SMASH are not capable of modeling the device well. The simplifications required
to calibrate the program cause the device defined by the program to be different from
actual bipolar. The simplifications are made because the scattering matrices used in
SMASH are computed for silicon. Basically, the material parameter except for bandgap
are the same for Si and SiGe. The mobility is the most affected parameter; the mobility in
the SiGe base is higher when the Si material parameters are used. This diirectly effects the
collector current and peak operating frequency. Therefore, the simu1atio:ndid not match
the measured data very well. The structure was usefbl in showing the lirrlitations of
current day modeling capabilities
7.2 Future Directions

The devices chosen for this project are either present day or fbture devices. These
definitions will change as the technology becomes more advanced. Therefore, this project
is ongoing and needs to be updated consistently. With this in mind, the modeling
techniques used today also need to be improved upon. For future research, improvements
need to be made in the modeling of heterostructure devices, with regards to modeling
material parameters. Also, convergence methods for the coupled ET nee:dto be more
stable because the uncoupled ET ac analysis is not necessarily accurate mith
heterostructures. The ET method used here is only one possibility; there are many
different energy transport methods available and these alternate methods can be used to
verifL the drift energy assumption. The number and type of device structures along with
to
the various programs needs to updated regularly. Consequently, adding :MOSFETYs
this benchmarking study would be extremely usefbl. Bipolars and MOSFET's are very
dift'erent devices and the results may not be the same.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
25 GHz BJT Simulation Decks

A.1 Device input decks
'NAME' '25 GHz BJT DD input deck for Device'

'*'

'OPTIons' 1.0e-12 300.0 le6

'*'
'*'
'*'

The structure block defines the device dimensions and contacts. See [15] pp. 2-3.
This is a 1D simulation with 2D identical discrete lines.
'*' The 'SUPP' statements provide artificial base contacts on either side of the device.
'STRUcture' ' ' 2
'SEMI' 0.00 0.00 0.80 1.0 'SILI'
'CONT' 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.0 'CONE' 'E '
'FOXI' 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.0 'FOXI'
'FOXI' 0.00 1.00 0.06 1.0 'FOXI'
'SLPP' 0.06 0.00 0.075 0.0 'SUPO' 'BL'
'SLPP' 0.06 1.00 0.075 1.0 'SUPO' 'BR'
'FOXI' 0.075 0.00 0.80 0.0 'FOXI'
'FOX' 0.075 1.00 0.80 1.0 'FOXI'
'CONT' 0.80 0.00 0.80 1.0 'CONO' 'C '
'.STR'

'*'
'*' The discretization block discretizes the device. See [15] pp. 2-37.

'DISC'
'GRID' 1 150 2 1.0
'XGRI' 0 0.25 100
'XGRI' 0.25 0.40 0.25
' .DIS'

'*'
'*' The model block defines the surface recombination for the contacts and the model

'* ' parameters. See [ 151 pp. 2-6 to 2-14.
'*' needs to be uncomrnented.

For breakdown simulations, the avalanche term

'MODEls'

'*'

'SUPP' 'SUPO' 0
'CONT' 'CONE' 9.0e4
'CONT' 'CONO' 0
'AVAL' 7.03e5 1.231e6 1.582e6 2.036e6
'SEMI' 'SILI'
'UMOD '
'PMOB' 30 470 1.6e17 0.63 -2.5 0.35 1.0 0.0 6.le:20 2.0 1.0
'NMOB' 80 1360 le17 0.77 -2.5 0.35 2.0 0.0 3.431220 2.0 1.0

'.MOD'

'*'
'*' The profile block defines the doping profile. See [15] pp. 2-29 to 2-3'6.
'PROFile'

'*'

Emitter - analytical profile
'EXP' -2.le20 0.0145 0.0101 1.8 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2.0
'EXP' -1.8e21 0.001 0.005 1.5 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2.0
'* '
Base - analytical profile
'EXP' 6.5e18 0.015 0.0345 1.4 0.01 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2.0
'EXP' -2.le18 0.028 0.008 2.0 -0.1 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2:.0
'* '
Collector - analytical profile
'CON' -5e16 -0.1 10.0 -0.1 2.0
'ERFC' -0.9976e19 0.740 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2.0
c . ~ ~ 0 7

'*'
'*' Analyze checks input of device from above. Temp sets the temperature to 300 K.
'*' TCPU limits the amount of CPU time the program can run. See [I 51
'ANALyze'
'TEMP' 300
'TCPU' 100000

'*'

'*' SIMULATION 1 : DC and quasistatic analysis with either a CE or BE: short.
'*' The solution block controls the algorithm and how the problem is solved. See [15] pp.
'*' 2-50 to 2-57.
'SOLUtion'
'SEMI'
'TOL ' 1.0e-5 1.0e-5 0.0
'ITER' 100
'SIMU' 10
'POISson' 1
'LUFA'
'ORDE' 21
'LIMI' 5 0.05 1
'HOLE' 1
'ELEC' 1
'. SEM'
'.SOL'

'*'
'*' This DC block ramps the voltage up to the operating point. See [15] pp. 2-61 to 2-62.

'DC'
'BIAS'
'BIAS'
'BIAS'
'BIAS'

'E'
'BL'
'BR'
'C '

'LIN' 0.0 0.0 0.0
'TAB' 4 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.7
'TAB' 4 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.7
'TAB' 6 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.8 1.1 1.5

'*' The output block controls data postprocessing. In this case, the ALCO statement
'*' causes the numerical details of the solution to be printed. See [15] pp. 3-1 and 3-7.
'01JTPut7 'WAVE'
'ALGO' 1
'.OUT'

'*'

'*' The run command runs the prior DC block.
'RUN '

'*'
'*'
'*'

You can have multiple simulations in the same file. After each run statement you can
start a new solution block and a DC, QU, or AC block will follow along with another
'*' output block. Generally, I run each separately. The end of the input deck must have
'*'an 'END' statement.
'SOLUtion7
'SEMI'

'TOL ' 1.0e-5 1.0e-4 0.0
'ITER' 100
'SIMU' 10
'POISson7 1
'LUFA'
'ORDE' 21
'LIMI' 10 0.05 1
'HOLE' 1
'ELEC' 1
'.SEM'

'.SOL'

'*'

'DC'
'BIAS' 'E ' 'LIN' 0.0 0.0 0.0
'BIAS' 'BL' 'TAB' 20 0.6 0.61 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.67 0.68 0.69
0.70 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.85
0.86 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.91
'BIAS' 'BR' 'TAB' 20 0.6 0.61 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.67 0.68 0.69
0.70 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.85
0.86 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.91

'*'
'*'

'BIAS' 'C ' 'TAB' 1 1.5

This statement sets up the quasistatic analysis. See [15] pp. 2-62.
'QUAS' 'BL&BR' 1.0
'*' Or you can use the following statement to do a quasistatic analysis folr a BE short
' *' 'QUAS' 'C ' 1.0

'*'
'OUTPut' 'WAVE'
'BLGO' 1
'*' The olib block specifies an output library for device specific electrical quantities.
'*' See [15] pp. 3-3 to 3-7. This block defines the bipolar output library.
'OLIB' 'BJTV'
'VERT' 'METAll'
'LATE' 'MASK' 0.0 1.0
'RSHE' 0.0
' .OLIB'
'*' The following four statements save the data to files. The PLOF and PRINT statements
'* ' save the last bias point and all internal quantities for that bias point. See [15] pp.3-9.
'*' The ELPA command outputs terminal and other electrical data to the file 25ghz01.qu.
'*' See [IS] pp. 3-9 to 3-10 and 3-12. Some of the quantities are specifilc to whether the
'*' quasistatic analysis being done is a CE or BE short. In this example, BETA, TWT,
'*' and FT are only valid with a CE short. See [15] pp. 3-12 for a complete list of the
' *' electrical quantities involved. The STOR command saves all relevent data to a file
'*' with different record numbers for each bias point. These records can be loaded in a
'*' later input deck. See [15] pp. 3-8.
'PLOF' '25-PL0 1'
' P m T ' '*'
'ELPA' '25ghz01 .qu' 5 'VBE VCE IC IB BETA FT TWT RSBI'
'STOR' '25GHZ01'
'.OUT'
'RUN'
'*' The end statement tells Device that the input deck is finished. Device will not do
'*' anything after this statement. If you want, to run more DC blocks remove the end
'*' statement and the appropriate solution and dclaclqu blocks.
'END'
' *' END SIMULATION 1
'*' SIMULATION 2: These statements do a full AC analysis at a speciiied bias point.
'*' The AC bias is applied to the base. Can use this to extract Y11 and Y21.
' SOLUtion'
'SEMI'
'TOL ' 1.0e-5 1.0e-5 0.0
'ITER' 100
'SIMU' 10
'POISson' 1
'LLTFA'
'ORDE' 21
'LIMI' 5 0.05 1
'HOLE' 1
'ELEC' 1

'.SEM'
'.SOL'

'*'

*' This DC block ramps the voltage up to the operating point at which the ac analysis will
'*' be done. See [15] pp. 2-61 to 2-62.
'DC'

'*'

'BIAS'
'BIAS'
'BIAS'
'BIAS'

'E '
'BL'
'BR'
'C '

'LIN' 0.0 0.0 0.0
'TAB' 6 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.75 0.80
'TAB' 6 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.75 0.80
'TAB' 6 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.8 1.1 1.5

'OUTPut' 'WAVE'
'ALGO' 1
'.OUT'

'*'

'RUN'
'*' This is the ac block which performs the ac analysis at the desired frequencies. The ac
'*' bias is applied to the two base contacts. See [15] pp. 2-64 to 2-66. The brlx
'*' statement controls the ac solver.
'AC'
'BIAS' 'BL' 1
'BIAS' 'BR' 1
'FTAB' 13 le6 le7 le8 le9 2e9 5e9 lelO 2e10 2.7e10 5e10 l e l l 2ell

'*'

'BRLX' 1.00 0.2 1.00

'OUTPut' 'WAVE'
'ALGO' 1
'*' The olib block specifies an output library for device specific electrical quantities.
'*' See [15] pp. 3-3 to 3-7. This block defines the bipolar output library.
'OLIB' 'BJTV'
'VERT' 'METAll'
'LATE' 'MASK' 0.0 1.0
'RSHE' 0.0
'.OLIB'
'*' The following four statements save the data to files. The PLOF and IPRINT statements
'*' save the last bias point and all internal quantities for that bias point. !See [I 51 pp.3-9.
'*' The ELPA command outputs terminal and other electrical data to the: file 25ghz02.a~.
'*' See [15] pp. 3-9 to 3-10 and 3-12. The real and imaginary parts of the terminal
'*' characteristics are stored. See [15] pp. 3-12 for a complete list ofthe
'*' electrical quantities involved. The STOR command saves all relevenit data to a file
'*' with different record numbers for each bias point. These records can be loaded in a
'*' later input deck. See [ 151 pp. 3-8.

'PLOF' '2-PL02'
' P m T ' '*'
'ELPA' '25ghz02.a~' 5 'FREQ BETA Yl l E Y21E'
'STOR' '25GHZ02'
'.OUT'
'RUN'
'END'
' * ' END SIMULATION 2

'*' SIMULATION 3: These statements do a full AC analysis at a specified bias point.
'*' The AC bias is applied to the collector. Can use this to extract Y12 and Y22.
'SOLUtion'
'SEMI'
'TOL ' 1.0e-5 1.0e-5 0.0
'ITER' 100
'SIMU' 10
'POISson' 1
'LUF A'
'ORDE' 21
'LIMI' 5 0.05 1
'HOLE' 1
'ELEC' 1
'. SEM'
'.SOL'

'*'
*' This DC block ramps the voltage up to the operating point at which th~eac analysis will
'*' be done. See [I 51 pp. 2-61 to 2-62.
'DC'
'BIAS' 'E ' 'LIN' 0.0 0.0 0.0
'BIAS' 'BL' 'TAB' 6 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.75 0.80
'BIAS' 'BR' 'TAB' 6 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.7 0.75 0.80
'BIAS' 'C ' 'TAB' 6 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.8 1.1 1.5
'*'
'OUTPut' 'WAVE'
'ALGO' 1
'.OUT'
'*'
'RUN'
'*' This is the ac block which performs the ac analysis at the desired frequencies. The ac
'*' bias is applied to the collector contact. See [IS] pp. 2-64 to 2-66. The brlx
'*' statement controls the ac solver.
'AC '
'BIAS' 'C ' 1

'FTAB' 13 le6 le7 le8 le9 2e9 5e9 lelO 2e10 2.7e10 5e:lO l e l l 2ell
4ell

'*'

'BRLX' 1.00 0.2 1.00

'OUTPut' 'WAVE'
'ALGO' 1
'*' The olib block specifies an output library for device specific electrical quantities.
'*' See [15] pp. 3-3 to 3-7. This block defines the bipolar output library.
'OLIB' 'B JTV'
'VERT' 'META117
'LATE' 'MASK' 0.0 1.0
'RSHE' 0.0
'. OLIB
'*' The following four statements save the data to files. The PLOF and PRINT statements
'*' save the last bias point and all internal quantities for that bias point. See [15] pp.3-9.
' *' The ELPA command outputs terminal and other electrical data to the file 25ghz03.a~.
'*' See [15] pp. 3-9 to 3-10 and 3-12. The real and imaginary parts ofthe terminal
' *' characteristics are stored. See [15] pp. 3-12 for a complete list of the
'*' electrical quantities involved. The STOR command saves all relevent data to a file
'*' with different record numbers for each bias point. These records can be loaded in a
'*' later input deck. See [15] pp. 3-8.
'PLOF' '25-PL03 '
'PRINT' '*'
'ELPA' '25ghz03.ac7 5 'FREQ Y12E Y22E'
'STOR' '25GHZ03'
'.OUT'
'RUN'
'END'
'* ' END SIMLJLATION 3

'*' SIMLJLATION 4: This simulates avalanche breakdown for the device. Note, that the
'*' aval statement needs to be added to the models block at the beginning of the input

'* ' deck.

'SOLUtion7
'SEMI'
'TOL ' 1.0e-5 1 .Oe-5 0.0
'ITER' 100
'SIMU' 10
'POISson7 1
'LUFA'
'ORDE' 21
'LIMI' 5 0.05 1
'HOLE' 1

'ELEC' 1

'.SEM'
'.SOL'
'*'
' * ' This DC block ramps the voltage up to the desired operating point. See [15] pp. 2-61
'*'to 2-62.
'DC'
'BIAS' 'E ' 'LIN' 0.0 0.0 0.0
'BIAS' 'BL' 'TAB' 4 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.7
'BIAS' 'BR' 'TAB' 4 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.7
'BIAS' 'C ' 'TAB' 6 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
'*'
'OUTPut' 'WAVE'
'ALGO' 1
'.OUT'

'*'

'RTJN'

'*'
' *'

This dc block ramps the collector voltage.
'DC '
'BIAS' 'E ' 'LIN' 0.0 0.0 0.0
'BIAS' 'BL' 'TAB' 1 0.7
'BIAS' 'BR' 'TAB' 1 0.7
'BIAS' ' C ' 'TAB' 8 0.7 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3 3.5 4.0

'*'

'OUTPut' 'WAVE'
'ALGO' 1
'*' The olib block specifies an output library for device specific electrical quantities.
'*' See [15] pp. 3-3 to 3-7. This block defines the bipolar output library
'OLIB' 'BJTV'
'VERT' 'METAl1'
'LATE' 'MASK' 0.0 1.0
'RSHE' 0.0
<.OLIB'
'*' The following four statements save the data to files. The PLOF and IPRINT statements
'*' save the last bias point and all internal quantities for that bias point. !See [15] pp.3-9.
'*' The ELPA command outputs terminal and other electrical data to the!file 25ghz04.q~.
'*' See [15] pp. 3-9 to 3-10 and 3-12. See [15] pp. 3-12 for a complete list of the
'*' electrical quantities involved. The STOR command saves all relevenl: data to a file
'*' with different record numbers for each bias point. These records can be loaded in a
'* ' later input deck. See [15] pp. 3-8.
'PLOF' '25PL04'
' p m ' '*'
'ELPA' '25ghz04.q~' 5 'VBE VCE IC IB'

'STOR' '25GHZ04'
'.OUT'
'RUN'
'END'
'* ' END SIMULATION 4

A.2 Medici input decks
Input deck 1
comment 25 GHz BJT DD input deck for Medici.
comment Mesh specification. Outputs mesh to 25ghz-1d.mesh. See [lo] pp. 3-10 to
+ 3-18.
mesh out.file25ghz-1 d.mesh
x.mesh width=1.0 hl=0.5 summary
y.mesh y.min=O y.max=0.25 node= 101 summary
y.mesh y.min=O.25 y.max=0.4 node=126 summary
y.mesh y.min=0.4 y.max=O.8 node=151 summary
comment Region definition. See [lo] pp. 3-40.
region SILICON
comment Emitter, base, and collector definition. Base is set to majority because this is a

+ 1D simulation. See [ 101 pp. 3-45.
electr name=emitter top
electr name=collector bottom
electr name=base y.min=0.065 y.max=O.065 majority
comment Read in a doping profile from a fde, tma-dop and outputs profile to

+ 25ghz-ld.prof See [lo] pp. 3-50
profile 1D.ASCIIin.file=tma-dop y.col= 1 n.col=2 p.col=3 out .file25ghz-1 d.prof
comment Specifjr models to be used during simulation. If you want to siinulate
+ breakdown, add 'impact.i ' to the model statement, see the commented1line after the
model line below. See [lo] pp. 3-64.
model analytic fldmob consrh auger bgn print
comment model analytic fldmob consrh auger bgn impact.i print
comment Specifjr material properties. See [ 101 pp. 3-192. See Table A.1 for a complete
+ listing and definition of the material parameters.
material SILICON AUGN=2.8E-31 AUGP=0.99E-31 EG300=1.122 EG1rALPHA=2.8E-4
+ EGBETA=O VO.BGN=8.3E-3 NO.BGN=8E16 CON.BGN=0.25AN=O AP=O BN=O
+ BP=O CP=l CN=l TAUNO=9E-6 TAUPO=3E-6 NSRHN=2.5E15 NSRHP=2.5E15

+ EN=O.5 E P 0 . 5 NC300=5.0441E19 NV300=1,8801E19N.IONIZA=;7.03E5
+ P.IONIZA= 1.582E6 EXN.II=l EXP.II=l ECN.II=1.231E6 ECP.II=2.036E6

+ ELE.TAUWz3E-13 PRINT
comment Specify mobility parameters. See [lo] pp. 3-210.
mobility SILICON MUN.MIN=80 MUP.MIN=30 MUN.MAX=1360 MIITP.MAX=470
+ NREFN=1E17 NREFP= I .6E17 AL,PHAN=O.77 ALPHAP=O.63 FLD160B=1
+ B E T A P 2 BETAP=2 VSATN=l.1E7 VSATP=0.95E7 PRINT
comment Specify surface recombination for the emitter. See [lo] pp. 3-2:26.
contact nameemitter surfrec VSURFP=9E4 VSURFN=lE9 print
comment Specify solution method. Use Newton's method with 2 carriens. See [lo]

+ pp. 3-91.
symbol newton camers=2
comment Set up log file, 25ghz-ld.log, for I-V data. See [lo] pp. 3-180.
log out.file25gh-ld.log
comment The following solve blocks can be used to simulate the device. Just comment
+ out the simulation you don't want, and remove the comment statements from the one
+ you wish to simulate.
comment SIMULATION 1: The first one is a DC analysis with a low frerquency AC
+ analysis to allow for fTcalculations. Each bias point is stored in alphebitized files
+ starting with 25ghz-ld-a. VBEgoes from 0.6 V to 0.9 V. See [lo] pp. 3-103.
01 nstep=30
solve initial V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=0.6 elec=base vstep==O.
+ ac.anal freq=le6 term=base out.file=25&-ld-a
comment END SIMULATION 1
comment SIMULATION 2: These solve statements do a full AC analysis at a specified

+ bias point. The AC bias is applied to the base. Can use this to extract Y11 and Y21.
+ The first solve statement, ramps VBEto 0.8 V. The following statemen.tsdo an AC
+ analysis at different frequencies.
comment solve initial V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.6 elec=l>asevstep=O.02
+ nstep=lO
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=base ac.anal. hi.freq
+ term=base freq=le6 fstep=lO mult-fienfstep=3 out.file=25gh-ld-ce-a
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=0.8 elec=base ac.anal. hi.freq
+ term=base freq=2e9 out.file=25ghz-ld-ce-e
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=base ac.anal. hi.freq
+ term=base freq=5e9 out.file=25ghz-1 d-ce-f
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=base ac.anal. hi.freq
+ term=base freq=1e10 out .file=25ghz-1 d-ce_g

comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=base ac.anal. hi.freq

+ term=base freq=2.7e10 out.file=25ghz-1 d-ce-h
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5V(base)=0.8 elec=base ac.ana1,hi.freq

+ term=base freq=5el0 out.fil~25ghz-1d-ce-i
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=base ac.anal, hi.freq

+ term=base freq= 1e 11 out.file=25ghz_ld-ce J
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=base ac.ana1. hi.freq

+ term=base fieq=2e 11 out.file25ghz-1 d-ce-k
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=base ac.anal. hi.freq

+ term=base fieq=4e 11 out .file=25ghz-1 d-ce-1
comment END SIMULATION 2
comment SIMULATION 3: These solve statements do a full AC analysis at a specified

+ bias point. The AC bias is applied to the collector. Can use this to ext:ractY12 and
+ k'22. The first solve statement, ramps V Bto~ 0.8 V. The following statements do an
+ AC analysis at different frequencies.
comment solve initial V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1 .5 V(base)=O.6 elec=base vstep=O.02

+ nstep= 10
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1 .5 V(base)=O.8 elec=collector ac.anal
+ hi.freq term=collector freq= 1e6 fstep= 10 mult.fre nfstep=3 out .file2513hz-l d-be-a
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=collector ac.anal
+ hi.freq term=collector freq=2e9 out.file25ghz-1 d-be-e
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=collector ac.anal
+ hi.freq term=collector freq=5e9 out.file25ghz-ld-bef
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=collector ac.ana1
+ hi.freq term=collector freq=1e10 out .file=25ghz-1 d-be_g
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=collector ac.anal
+ hi.freq term=collector freq=2.7e10 out .file=25ghz-1 d-be-h
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=collector ac.anal
+ hi.fieq term=collector freq=5e 10 out.file=25ghz_l d-be-i
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1 .5 V(base)=O.8 elec=collector ac.anal
+ hi.freq term=collector freq=l el 1 out .file=25ghz-1 d-be J
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=collector ac.anal
+ hi.freq term=collector freq=2ell out.file=25ghz-1 d-be-k
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=l .5 V(base)=0.8 elec=collector ac.anal
+ hi.freq term=collector freq=4e 11 out.file25ghz-1 d-be-l
comment END SIMULATION 3
comment SIMULATION 4: These statements simulate avalanche breaktiown for
+ the BJT. You ramp up the collector bias until the base current switches sign. The
+ voltage at which the base current is zero is BVcEo.NOTE: IMPACT.:[NEEDS TO
+ BE ADDED TO THE MODELS STATEMENT FOR THIS TO WORK.
solve initial V(emitter)=O V(collector)=O V(base)=0.7 elec=collector vstep=0.3 nstep=20
+ out. file=25ghz_ 1d-av-a

comment END SIMULATION 4

Input deck2
comment 25 GHz BJT ET input deck for Medici.
comment Mesh specification. Outputs mesh to 25ghz-ld-et.mesh.

See [lo] pp. 3-10 to

+ 3'-18.
mesh out.file=25ghz-1 d-et.mesh
x.mesh width=l.O hl=0.5 summary
y.mesh y.min=O y.max=0.25 node=l01 summary
y.mesh y.min=0.25 y.max=0.4 node126 summary
y.mesh y.min=0.4 y.max=0.8 node=151 summary
comment Region definition. See [lo] pp. 3-40.
region SILICON
comment Emitter, base, and collector definition. Base is set to majority t~ecausethis is a

+ I D simulation. See [lo] pp. 3-45.
electr name=ernitter top
electr name=collector bottom
electr name=base y.min=0.065 y.max=0.065 majority
comment Read in a doping profile from a file, tma-dop and outputs profile to

+ 25ghz-ld-et.prof. See [lo] pp. 3-50
profile ID.ASCII in.filema-dop

y.col=l n.col=Z p.col=3 out.file25ghz-1 d-&.prof

comment Specie models to be used during simulation. If you want to simulate

+ breakdown, add 'impact.i ' to the model statement, see the commented1 line after the
model line below. See [lo] pp. 3-64.
model analytic tmpmob consrh auger bgn et.mode1ef.tmp print
comment model analytic tmpmob consrh auger bgn et.mode1ef.tmp impa.ct.iprint
comment Specie material properties. See [lo] pp. 3-192. See Table A.1 for a complete
+ listing and definition of the material parameters.
material SILICON AUGN=2.8E-31 AUGP=O.99E-31 EG300=1.122 EGALPHA=2.8E-4
+ E:GBETA=O VO.BGN=8.3E-3 NO.BGN=8E16 CON.BGN=0.25AN=O AP=O BN=O
+ BP=O CP=1 CN=1 TAUNO=9E-6 TAUPO=3E-6 NSRHN=2.5E15 NSRHP=2.5E15
+ E:N=0.5 EP=O.5 NC300=5.0441E19 NV300= 1.8801E19N.IONIZA='7.03E5
+ P.IONIZA=1.582E6 EXN.II=l EXP.II=1 ECN.II=1.231E6 ECP.I1=2 036E6
+ ELE.TAUW=3E-13 PRINT
comment Specie mobility parameters. See [lo] pp. 3-210.
mobility SILICON MUN.MIN=80 MUP.MIN=30 MUN.MAX=1360 MUP .MAX=470
+ NREFW=1E17 NREFP= 1.6E17 ALPHAN=O.77 ALPHAP=O.63 FLDIMOB=1

+ BETAN=2 BETAP=2 VSATN= 1.IE7 VSATP=O.95E7 PRINT
comment Specifl surface recombination for the emitter. See [lo] pp. 3-226.
contact nameemitter surf rec VSLRFP=9E4 VSURFN= 1E9 print

comment The following loop solves DD first then the ET equations. See [lo] pp.
+ 9-8. If you do not want to implement all the simulation blocks, make sure the lend
+ statement is at the end of the input deck.
loop steps=2
assign nameeletemp l.value=(F,T)
assign name=logfil c 1=25ghz-1 d-dd.log c2=25ghz-ld-et.log
comment Load the DD solution at the low bias for first guess. Note, when you load a
+ solution the models, material parameter, and mobility fiom that solutiorl are loaded too.
+ Thus, the parameters set above are over written
load in.file25gh.z-ld-a
if cond=@eletemp
comment Define ET models. Redefine energy relaxation time because when old solution
+ was loaded the DD material parameters were loaded and the energy relruration time was
+ at its default value, which is 2e-13 seconds. Also, the solution method irs defined with
+ both hole and electron temperature being solved for. See [ 101 pp. 2-67 to 2-74.
model TMPMOB ET.MODEL EF.TMP PRINT
comment Use this model statement when doing a breakdown simulation.
comment
model TMPMOB ET.MODEL EF.TMP 1I.TEMP IMPACIT.11EFI.TMP
+
PRINT
material SILICON ELE.TAUW=3E-13 PRINT
symb carriers=2 newton ele.tmp hol.tmp
method etx.tol=O.1
else
symb carriers=2 newton
if end
comment Set up log file, 25ghz-Id-et.log, for I-V data. See [10] pp. 3-180.
log out .file@logfil
comment The following solve blocks can be used to simulate the device. Just comment

+ out the simulation you don't want, and remove the comment statements;from the one
+ you wish to simulate. The outfile specified will contain both DD and ET data, which
+ makes analyzing the data more difficult. When you use the extract state:ments, which
+ are described later, for terminal characteristics both the DD and ET data are printed for
+ each bias point in a somewhat random order. However, the internal quantities extracted
+ are for the ET solution only.

conunent SIMULATION 1: The first one is a DC analysis with a low frequency AC

+ analysis to allow for fTcalculations. Each bias point is stored in alphebiitized files
+ starting with 25ghz-ld-et-a.
VBEgoes from 0.6 V to 0.9 V. See [loll pp. 3-103.
solve initial V(emitter)=O V(collector)=l. 5 V(base)=0.6 elec=base vstep=:0.01 nstep=30
+ ac.anal freq=l e6 term=base out.file=25ghz-1 d-et-a
coniment END SIMULATION 1
comment SIMLTLATION 2: These solve statements do a full AC analysi!s at a specified
+ bias point. The AC bias is applied to the base. Can use this to extract 'Y11 and Y21.
+ The first solve statement, ramps VBEto 0.8 V. The following statements do an AC
+ analysis at different frequencies.
conunent solve initial V(emitter)=O V(collector)=l. 5 V(base)=0.6 elec=base vstep=0.02
+ nstep=20
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1 .5 V(base)=O.8 elec=base ac..anal.hi.freq
+ term=base freq= 1e6 fstep= 10 mult.fre nfstep=3 out .file=25ghz_ld-et-i:e-a
conunent solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)= 1 .5 V(base)=O.8 elec=base ac . anal. hi.fieq
+ term=base freq=2e9 out.file=25ghz- 1d-et-ce-e
conunent solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1 .5 V(base)=O.8 elec=base ac . anal. hi.freq
+ term=base freq=5e9 out .file=25ghz- 1d-et-ce-f
conunent solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=0.8 elec=base ac.anal. hi.freq
+ term=base freq=l e 10 out .file=25ghz-1 d-et-ce_g
conunent solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=base ac.anal. hi.freq
+ term=base fieq=2.7e10 out .file=25ghz- 1d-et-ce-h
conunent solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1 .5 V(base)=O. 8 elec=base ac.anal. hi.freq
+ term=base freq=5e 10 out.file=25ghz-1 d-et-ce-i
conunent solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=base ac.anal, hi.freq
+ term=base freq= 1e 11 out .file=25ghz-1 d-et-ce J
conunent solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)= 1.5 V(base)=O. 8 elec=base ac.anal. hi.freq
+ te:rm=base freq=2e 11 out .file=25ghz-1 d-et-ce-k
conunent solve V(ernitter)=O V(collector)= 1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=base ac.ana1. hi.freq
+ term=base freq=4e 11 out.file=25ghz_l d-et-ce-1
conlment END SIMULATION 2
comment SIMULATION 3: These solve statements do a full AC analysia at a specified

+ bias point. The AC bias is applied to the collector. Can use this to extract Y12 and
+ Y22. The first solve statement, ramps VBEto 0.8 V. The following statements do an
+ AC analysis at different frequencies.
comment solve initial V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.6 elec=t)ase vstep=O.02

+ nstep=20
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=0.8 elec=collector ac.ana1

+ txi.freq term=collector freq= 1e6 fstep= 10 mult .fie nfstep=3 out .file=25ghz-1 d-et-be-a
conment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=l .5 V(base)=O. 8 elec=collector ac.anal

+ hi.freq term=collector freq=2e9 out.file=25ghz-1 d-et-be-e
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=l .5 V(base)=0.8 elec=collector ac.anal

+ hi.fieq term=collector fieq=5e9 out.file=25ghz-1 d-et-bef
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.8 elec=collector ac.anal
+ hi.fieq term=collector fieq= 1e 10 out.file=25ghz_ld-et-be3
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1 .5 V(base)=O.8 elec=collector ac.anal
+ hi.freq term=collector freq=2.7e10 out.file=25ghz-ld-et-be-h
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1 .5 V(base)=O.8 elec=collector ac.anal
+ hi.freq term=collector freq=5el0 out.file=25ghz-ld-et-be-i
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=0.8 elec=collector ac.anal
+ hi.freq term=collector freq=1e 11 out .file=25ghz-1 d-et-bej
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=l .5 V(base)=0.8 elec=collector ac.anal
+ hi.freq term=collector freq=2e 11 out.file=25ghz- 1d-et-be-k
comment solve V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=0.8 elec=collector ac.anal
+ hi.freq term=collector freq=4ell out.file=25ghzld-et-be-1
comment END SIMULATION 3
comment SIMULATION 4: These statements simulate avalanche breakdtown for

+ the BJT. You ramp up the collector bias until the base current switchels sign. The

+ voltage at which the base current is zero is BVCE~.
NOTE: IMPACT.I:,II.TEMP, AND
+ EFI.TMP NEED TO BE ADDED TO THE MODELS STATEMENT FOR THIS TO +
+ WORK.
solve initial V(emitter)=O V(collector)=O V(base)=0.7 elec=collector vstep=0.3 nstep=20
+ out.file=25ghz-ld et-av a
comment END S ~ ~ ~ L A T 4I O N
comment This ends the loop. This statement is required for simulation decks.
l.end
Input decks to extract data

comment You can extract data from the log file and the bias point files. ]Examplesfor

+ both are shown below. You can either run them separately or you can run them after
+ the appropriate simulation block. Generally I set them up in their own input files and
+ riin each separately because then you only have to change the filenames for different
+ simulation runs. The plots will be sent to a file which has the same name as the input
+ deck but a dplt extension. The output files in each of the command lines contains an
+ ASCII listing of the data. See [lo] pp. 3-130 for plot. Id and pp. 3-118 for extract.

+ comment For SIMlJLATION 1, you would want to extract all I-V characteristics, gain
+ and fT. You might want to look at the electron concentration at a specific bias point,
e.g. VBE= 0.8.
comment Plot ICand IB.
plot.1d in.file=25ghz_ld.log x.axis=V(base) y.axis=I(collector) y.log device=cp print
+ out.fle=ic.out
plot. Id in.file=25ghz_ld.log x.axis=V(base) y.axis=I(base) y.log device=:cpprint
+ unchange out.file-ib.out

comment Extract and plot gain.
extract name=gain express=@I(collector)/@I(base)
plot.1d in.file=25ghzbld.log x.axis=I(collector) y.axis=gain x.log device==cpprint
+ out .file=gain.out
conlment Extract and plot fT.
extract name* express="@G(co11ector7base)/(6.28*@C(base,base))"
plot. 1d in.file=25ghz-1d.log x.axis=I(collector) y.axis* x.log device=cp print
+ out.file=ft.out
comment Load mesh, load bias point ( V B=~ 0.8), and plot electron conct:ntration.
mesh in.fle=25ghz-1d.mesh
load in.file=25ghz-1 d-u
plot.1d electron x.sta=O.5 x.end=O.5 y.sta=O y.end=O.8 device=cp print
+ out . file=nconc80.out
comment For SIMULATION 2, you want to extract Y11 and Y21. For Medici
+ Y = G + joC, so you have to extract both G and C.
extract name=goneone express="@g(base,base)"
plot.1d in,file=25ghz-1d.log x.axis=freq y.axis=goneone device=cp print
+ out.file=goneone.out
extract name=coneone express="@c(base,base)"
plot.1d in.file=25ghz-1d.log x.axis=fi-eq y .axis=goneone device=cp print
+ out.file=coneone.out
extract name=gtwoone express="@g(collector,base)"
plot.1d in.file=25ghz 1d.log x.axis=freq y.axis=gtwoone device=cp print
+ out.file=gtwoone.out
extract name=ctwoone express="@c(collector,base)"
plot. Id in.file=25ghz-1 d.log x.axis=fi-eq y.axis=ctwoone device=cp print
+ out.file=ctwoone.out
comment For SIMULATION 3, you want to extract Y12 and Y22. Once again
+ k'+ G = joC, so you need to extract both G and C.
extract name=gonetwo express="@g(base,collector)"
plat. 1d in.file=25ghz-1d.log x.axis=freq y.axis=gonetwo device=cp print
+ out. file=gonetwo.out
extract name=conetwo express="@c(base,collector)"
plot. Id in.file=25ghz-ld.log x.axis=freq y.axis=conetwo device=cp print
+ out.file=conetwo.out
extract name=gtwotwo express="@g(collector,collector)"
plot. Id in.file=25ghz_ld.log x.axis=freq y.axis=gtwotwo device=cp print
+ out.file=gtwotwo
extract name=ctwotwo express="@c(collector,collector)"
plot. Id in.fil~25ghz-1d.log x.axis=fi-eqy.axis=ctwotwo device=cp print
+ out.file=ctwotwo

conlment For simulation 4, you need IC and VCE.
plot. Id in.file=25ghz-ld.log x.axis=V(collector) y.axis=I(base) device=clp print
+ out.file=breakdown.out
A.3 Simulation parameters

The blank spaces in the table are left blank intentionally and indicate the simulation
program in question does not have an equivalent circuit parameter.
Table A.1
Modeling parameters used in 25 GHz simulations for Device anti Medici.
Modeling Parameters

I Device Value I Medici 1

Device

Medici

I Intrinsic Carrier Concentration

/

I

I

Bandgap Narrowing
VGO

EG300

EGBETA
Mobility

1.122

7

I

I

I

1.122

0

P~G
PPG

NREFP

1.6 1017

1.6 10"

ALPfIAN

0.77

0.77

ALPHAP

0.63

0.63

%T

-2.5

OLpT

-2.5

PnT

0.35

PPT
P~F
PPF

0.35

BETAN

2

2

BETAP

1

1

P

SRH Recombination

1

GPT

NSRHP

2.5

Pn

EN

0.5

0.5

2.8 lom3'

2.8

2.5 loL5

1015

Auger Recombination

I

Impact Ionization
I

1015

ECP.I1

1 2.036

lo6

1 1.582

1015

1 2.036

lo6

I

I

I

'JP

1 1.582

I

P.IONIZA

crp..

10"~'

I

EXN.11

1

EXP. II

1

CONTACTS

I

I

Saturation Velocity
O,V
I

Vsp,o

I

VSATP

.

1 1 . 1 10'
1 0.95 10'

I

VSATN

I

.

1 1 . 1 10'
I 0.95 lo7

I

I

Energy Relaxation Time

HOL.TAUW

APPENDIX B
55 GHz BJT Simulation Decks

B.1. Device input decks
The Device input decks are added here for reference value only. The input deck is
given as received from Michael; none of the model parameters have been changed. Also,
only the dc and quasistatic simulation, i.e. SMLLATION 1 from Section A. 1, is given;
SIMULATION'S 2 through 4 from Appendix A can be altered accordingly to obtain
similar input decks for the 55 GHz device.

'NAME' '55 GHz BJT DD input deck for Device'

'*'

'OPTIons' 1.0e-12 300.0 1e6

'*'

'*'

The structure block defines the device dimensions and contacts. See [15] pp. 2-3.

'*' This is a 1D simulation with 2D identical discrete lines.
'*' The 'SLPP' statements provide artificial base contacts on either side of the device.
'S'I'RUcture' " 2
'SEMI' 0.00 0.00 0.80 1.0 'SILI'
'CONT' 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.0 'CONE'
'FOXI' 0.00 0.00 0.035 0.0 'FOX'
'FOX' 0.00 1.00 0.035 1.0 'FOX'
'SUPP' 0.035 0.00 0.045 0.0 'SUPO'
'SUPP' 0.035 1.00 0.045 1.0 'SUPO'
'FOX' 0.045 0.00 0.80 0.0 'FOX'
'FOX' 0.045 1.00 0.80 1.0 'FOX'
'CONT' 0.80 0.00 0.80 1.0 'CONO'
'. S'TR'

'E '

'BL'
'BR'
'C '

'*'

'*'

The discretization block discretizes the device. See [15] pp. 2-37.
'DISC'
'GRID' 1 120 2 1.0
'XGRI' 0 0.25 75
'.DIS'

'*'

'*' The model block defines the surface recombination for the contacts and the model
'*' parameters. See [15] pp. 2-6 to 2-14. For breakdown simulations, the avalanche term
'*' needs to be uncomrnented.
'MODEls'
'SUPP' c ~ ~o 0 7

'CONT' 'CONE' 9.0e4
'CONT' 'CON0 0
'AVAL' 7.03e5 1.231e6 1.582e6 2.036e6
'SEMI' 'SILI'
'UMOD '
'PMOB 30 470 1.6e17 0.63 -2.5 0.35 1.0 0.0 6.le:20 2.0 4.3
'NMOB' 80 1360 le17 0.77 -2.5 0.35 2.0 0.0 3.43~202.0 2.8
7

'*'

7

'.MOD'
'*'
'*' The profile block defines the doping profile. See [15] pp. 2-29 to 2-36.
'PROFile
'*' Emitter - analytical profile
'DTYP' 'DONO' 1.889e20
'EXP' -1.6e21 0.002 0.01 2.5 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2.0
'*'
Collector - analytical profile
'EXP' -2.2e18 0.8 0.25 1.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2.0
'ERFC' -0.9976e19 0.6150 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2.0
'*'
Base - analytical profile
'DTYP' 'ACCE' 1.889e20
'EXP' 4.35e18 0.012 0.055 7.5 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2.0
'EXP' -1.74e18 0.022 0.01 3.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2.0
,PRO'
7

'*'
'*'
'*'

Analyze checks input of device from above. Temp sets the temperature to 300 K.
TCPU limits the amount of CPU time the program can run. See [15].
'ANALyze7
'TE<MP7300
'TCPU' 100000

'*'
'*' SIMULATION 1: DC and quasistatic analysis with either a CE or BE short.
' *' The solution block controls the algorithm and how the problem is solved. See [I 51 pp.
'*' 2-50 to 2-57.
'SOLUtion7

'SEMI'
'TOL ' 1.0e-5 1.0e-5 0.0
'ITER7 100
'SIMU' 10
'POISson7 1
'LUFA'
'ORDE' 21
'LIMI' 5 0.05 1
'HOLE' 1
'ELEC' 1
'.SEM'

'*' This DC block ramps the voltage up to the operating point. See [IS]pp. 2-61 to 2-62.
'DC'
'BIAS' 'E ' 'LIN' 0.0 0.00.0
'BIAS' 'BL' 'TAB' 4 0.0 0.1 0.40.6
'BIAS' 'BR' 'TAB' 4 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.6
'BIAS' 'C ' 'TAB' 5 0.00.1 0.40.50.6

'*'

'*' The output block controls data postprocessing. In this case, the ALCiO statement
'*' causes the numerical details of the solution to be printed. See [15]PI?. 3-1 and 3-7
'OUTPut' 'WAVE'
'ALGO' 1
'.OUT'
'*'
'*' The run command runs the prior DC block.
'RUN '
'*'
'*' You can have multiple simulations in the same file. After each run statement you can
'*' start a new solution block and a DC, QU, or AC block will follow along with another
' *' output block. Generally, I run each separately. The end of the input deck must have
'*"an 'EM)' statement.
' SOLUtion'

'SEMI'
'TOL ' 1.0e-5 1.0e-40.0
'ITER' 100
'SIMU' 10
'POISson' I
'LLJFA'
'ORDE' 21
'LIMI' 10 0.05 1
'HOLE' 1
'ELEC' 1
'.SEM'

'.SOL'
'*'
'DC'
'BIAS' 'E ' 'LIN' 0.0 0.0 0.0
'BIAS' 'BL' 'TAB' 20 0.6 0.61 0.62 0.63 0.640.65 0.66 0.67 0.680.69
0.70 0.71 0.720.73 0.740.75 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.820.83 0.84 0.85
0.86 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96

'BIAS' 'BR' 'TAB' 20 0.6 0.61 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.67 0.68 0.69
0.70 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.85
0.86 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96
'BIAS' 'C ' 'TAB' 20 0.6 0.61 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.67 0.68 0.69
0.70 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.85
0.86 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96

'*'
'*' This statement sets up the quasistatic analysis. See [15] pp. 2-62.
'QUAS' 'BL&BR' 1.0
'*' Or you can use the following statement to do a quasistatic analysis for a BE short
'*' 'QUAS' 'C ' 1.0
'*'

'OUTPut' 'WAVE'
'ALGO' 1
'*' The olib block specifies an output library for device specific electrical quantities.
'*' See [15] pp. 3-3 to 3-7. This block defines the bipolar output library.
'OLIB' 'BJTV'
'VERT' 'META11'
'LATE' 'MASK' 0.0 1.0
'RSHE' 0.0
'.OLIB'
'*' The following four statements save the data to files. The PLOF and IPRINT statements
'* ' save the last bias point and all internal quantities for that bias point. !See [15] pp.3-9.
'*' The ELPA command outputs terminal and other electrical data to the file 55ghz01.qu.
'*' See [ 151 pp. 3-9 to 3-10 and 3-12. Some of the quantities are specific to whether the
'*' quasistatic analysis being done is a CE or BE short. In this example, BETA, TWT,
'*" and FT are only valid with a CE short. See [15] pp. 3-12 for a complete list of the
'*' electrical quantities involved. The STOR command saves all relevent: data to a file
'*' with different record numbers for each bias point. These records can be loaded in a
'*' later input deck. See [15] pp. 3-8.
'PLOF' '5 5-PL0 1'
'PRINT' '*'
'ELPA' '55ghz0 1 .qu7 5 'VBE VCE IC IB BETA FT TWT RSBI'
'STOR' '55GHZ01'
'.OUT'
'RUN'
'*' The end statement tells Device that the input deck is finished. Device will not do
'*' anything after this statement. If you want, to run more DC blocks re:move the end
'*' statement and the appropriate solution and dclaclqu blocks.
'END
'* ' END SIMULATION 1
7

B.2 Medici input decks

Only the complete input deck for a full dc and low frequency ac ernalysis is given
here. Appendix A can be used as a reference to implement the other simulation decks.
Also, the extraction routines fiom Appendix A can be used just by changing the filenames.
comment 55 GHz BJT DD input deck for Medici.

Input deck 1
comment Mesh specification. Outputs mesh to 55ghz-1d.mesh. See [lo] pp. 3-10 to
+ 3-18.
mesh out.file=55ghz_ld.mesh
x.mesh width=l.O hl=0.5 summary
y.mesh y.min=O y.max=0.25node=l01 summary
y.mesh y.min=0.25y.max=0.4 node126 summary
y.n~eshy.min=0.4y.max=0.8 node=151 summary
comment Region definition. See [ 101 pp. 3-40.
region SILICON
comment Emitter, base, and collector definition. Base is set to majority because this is a
+ 1D simulation. See [lo] pp. 3-45.
electr name=emitter top
electr namecollector bottom
electr namebase y.min=O.04 y.max=0.04 majority
cotnment Read in a doping profile from a file, sige-tma-dop and outputs profile to
+ S5ghz-1d.prof. See [lo] pp. 3-50
profile 1D.ASCIIin.file=sige-tma-dop y.col=l n.col=2 p.col=3 out.file-155ghz-ld.prof
comment Specifjl models to be used during simulation. If you want to simulate
+ breakdown, add 'impact.i ' to the model statement, see the commented line after the
model line below. See [lo] pp. 3-64.
model analytic fldmob consrh auger bgn print
cotnment model analytic fldmob consrh auger bgn impact.i print
coinment Specifjl material properties. See [lo] pp. 3-192. See Table A.1 for a complete
+ listing and definition of the material parameters.
material SILICON AUGN=2.8E-31 AUGP=0.99E-31 EG300=1.122 ECiALPHA=2.8E-4
+ E:GBETA=O VO.BGN=8.3E-3NO.BGN=8E16 CON.BGN=0.25 AN=(OAP=O BN=O
+ E%P=OCP=l CN=l TAUNO=9E-6 TAUPO=3E-6 NSRHN=2.5E15 NSNRHP=2.5E15
+ E;N=0.5 EP=0.5 NC300=5.0441E19 NV300=1.8801E19 N.IONIZA='7.03E5
+ E'.IONIZA=1.582E6 EXN.II=l EXP.II=l ECN.Ik1.231E6 ECP.II=2.036E6

+ ELE.TAUW=3E-13 PRINT
comment Speclfl mobility parameters. See [lo] pp. 3-210.
mobility SILICON MUN.MIN=80 MUP.MIN=30 MUN.MAX=1360MUP.MAX=470
+ NREFN=1E17 NREFP= 1.6E17 ALPHAN=O.77 ALPHAF'=O. 63 FLD:MOB=1
+ RETAN=2 BETAP=2 VSATN=l. lE7 VSATP=0.95E7 PRINT
comment Specify surface recombination for the emitter. See [lo] pp. 3-226.
contact name=emitter surfrec VSURFP=9E4 V S L W = l E 9 print
comment Specify solution method. Use Newton's method with 2 carriers. See [lo]

+ pp. 3-91.
symbol newton carriers=2
coinment Set up log file, 55ghz-ld.log, for I-V data. See [lo] pp. 3-180.
log; out.file=55ghz-1 d.log
comment The following solve block can be used to simulate the device. You can look in
Appendix A for SIMULATIONS2 through 4 and change them accordingly,
coinment SIMULATION 1: The first one is a DC analysis with a low frequency AC
+ analysis to allow for fTcalculations. Each bias point is stored in alphetritized files
+ starting with 55ghz-ld-a. V Bgoes
~ from 0.6 V to 0.9 V. See [lo] pp. 3-103.
solve initial V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.6 elec=base vstep:=O.01 nstep=36
+ ac-analfreq=l e6 term=base out.file=55ghz-1 d-a
coinment END SIMULATION 1

Input deck2
comment 55 GHz BJT ET input deck for Medici.
comment Mesh specification. Outputs mesh to 55ghz-ld-et.mesh. See [lo] pp. 3-10 to
+ 3-18.
mesh out.file=55ghz-1 d-et.mesh
x.mesh width=l .0 hl=0.5 summary
y.mesh y.min=O y.max=0.25 node=l01 summary
y.mesh y.min=0.25 y.max=0.4 node=126 summary
y.mesh y.min=0.4 y.max=0.8 node=151 summary
comment Region definition. See [lo] pp. 3-40.
region SILICON
comment Emitter, base, and collector definition. Base is set to majority because this is a
+ 1.Dsimulation. See [lo] pp. 3-45.

electr nam~ernittertop
electr name=collector bottom
electr namebase y.min=O.04y.max=0.04 majority
cotnment Read in a doping profile from a file, sige-tma-dop and outputs profile to
See [lo] pp. 3-50
profile 1D.ASCII in.file=sige-tma-dop y.col=1 n.col=2 p.col=3 out.file=:55ghz-1d-et .prof

+ 55ghz-ld-et.prof

comment Specifl models to be used during simulation. If you want to simulate

+ breakdown, add 'impact.i ' to the model statement, see the commented line after the
model line below. See [lo] pp. 3-64.
model analytic tmpmob consrh auger bgn et.mode1 ef.tmp print
colnment model analytic tmpmob consrh auger bgn et.mode1eftmp impact.i print
colnment Specifl material properties. See [lo] pp. 3-192. See Table A.1 for a complete

+ listing and definition of the material parameters.
material SILICON AUGN=2.8E-31 AUGP=0.99E-31 EG300=1.122 ECiALPHA=2.8E-4
+ E{GBETA=O VO.BGN=8.3E-3 NO.BGN=8E16 CON.BGN=0.25 AN=O AP=O BN=O
+ EIP=O CP=l CN=l TAUNO=9E-6 TAUPOz3E-6 NSRHN=2.5E15 NSlRHP=2.5E15
+ EN=O.5 EP=0.5 NC300=5,0441E19 NV300=1.8801E19 N.IONIZA='7.03E5
+ I'.IONIZA=1.582E6 EXN.II=l EXP.II=l ECN.II=1.231E6 ECP.II=2.036E6
+ ELE.TAUW=3E-13 PRINT
comment Specifl mobility parameters. See [lo] pp. 3-210.
mobility SILICON MUN.MIN=80 MUP.MIN=30 MUN.MAX=1360 MUP.MAX=470
+ NREFN=1E17 NREFP= 1.6E17 ALPHAN=O.77 ALPHAP=O.63 FLD:MOB=1
+ HETAN=2 BETAP=2 VSATN=l. lE7 VSATP=0.95E7 PRINT
comment Specify surface recombination for the emitter. See [lo] pp. 3-226.
contact name=emitter surf.rec VSURFP=9E4 VSURFN=lE9 print

comment The following loop solves DD first then the ET equations. See [lo] pp.
+ 9-8. If you do not want to implement all the simulation blocks, make sure the lend
+ statement is at the end of the input deck.
loop steps=2
assign name=eletemp l.value=(F,T)
assign name=logfil c 1 =55ghzl d-dd .log c2=55ghz-1 d-et .log
colnment Load the DD solution at the low bias for first guess. Note, when you load a

+ solution the models, material parameter, and mobility from that solution are loaded too.
+ Thus, the parameters set above are over written
load in.file=55ghz-1 d-a
if cond=@eletemp

cornrnent Define ET models. Redefine energy relaxation time because when old solution
+ was loaded the DD material parameters were loaded and the energy re:laxation time was
+ at its default value, which is 2e-13 seconds. Also, the solution method is defined with
+ both hole and electron temperature being solved for. See [lo] pp. 2-6'7 to 2-74.
model TMPMOB ET.MODEL EF.TMP PRINT
material SILICON ELE.TAUW=3E-13 PRINT
symb camers=2 newton ele.tmp hol.tmp
method etx.tol=O.1
else
symb carriers=2 newton
if.end
comment Set up log file, 55ghz-ld-et.log, for I-V data. See [lo] pp. 3-180.
log out.file=@logfil
comment The following solve blocks can be used to simulate the device. Just comment
+ out the simulation you don't want, and remove the comment statements fiom the one
+ you wish to simulate. The outfile specified will contain both DD and :IET data, which
+ makes analyzing the data more difficult. When you use the extract statements, which
+ are described later, for terminal characteristics both the DD and ET data are printed for
+ each bias point in a somewhat random order. However, the internal quantities extracted
+ are for the ET solution only.
comment SIMULATION 1: The first one is a DC analysis with a low frequency AC

+ analysis to allow for f~ calculations. Each bias point is stored in alphebitized files
+ starting with 55ghz-ld-et-a.
VBEgoes fiom 0.6 V to 0.9 V. See [ION]pp. 3-103.
solve initial V(ernitter)=O V(collector)=l.5 V(base)=0.6 elec=base vstep;=O.O1 nstep=36
+ ac.anal fieq= 1e6 term=base out.file=55ghz-1 d-et-a
comment END SIMULATION 1
B.3 Model parameters

The blank spaces in the table are left blank intentionally and indicate the simulation
program in question does not have an equivalent circuit parameter
Table B.1
Modeling parameters used in 55 GHz simulations for Device anld Medici.
Modeling Parameters
Device

Medici

Intrinsic Camer Concentration

I Device Value I Medici 'q

Bandgap Narrowing

I

I

EGBETA

0

Mobility

I

I

I

ALPHAN

.

1 1.6

I
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I
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1 1.6
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I
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2

2
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1

1

4.3
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SRH Recombination

I
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rpmax
I

G~T

I

I
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1 3 • lo4

1 3 • lo6

I

I

1 2.5

loi5
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1 2.5
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1

Auger Recombination
.

a
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2.8 10"'

2.8

10"'
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AUGP
I

1 0.99

lo-"

I

1 0.99
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I

Impact Ionization
an,

N.IONIZA
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P.IONIZA

1.582 1015
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lo6
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2.036

lo6

10'

EXN.11
I

I

I

I

I

I
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Saturation Velocity
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Vv.0

.

I VSATN

1 1.1

I VSATP

I 0.95

10'
lo7

a,,

-1.0. 10"
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-1.158 10"

.

1 1.1

1 0.95

10'
lo7

Energy Relaxation Time
ELE.T A W

3

1 0-1:'

HOL.T A W

2

1 0-1:'

APPENDIX C
75 GHi BJT Simulation Decks

C.l Device input decks
Only the dc and quasistatic simulation, i.e. SIMULATION 1 fionn Section A. 1, is
given; SIMULATION'S 2 through 4 fiom Appendix A can be altered accordingly to
obtain similar input decks for the 75 GHi device.
'NAME' '75 GHi BJT DD input deck for Device'

'*'
'OPTIons' 1.0e-12 300.0 le6
'*'
'*' The structure block defines the device dimensions and contacts. See [15] pp. 2-3.
'*' This is a 1D simulation with 2D identical discrete lines.
'*' The 'SLJPP' statements provide artificial base contacts on either side of the device.
'STRUcture' " 2
'SEMI' 0.00 0.00 0.80 1.0 'SILI'
'CONT' 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.0 'CONE' 'E '
'FOXI' 0.00 0.00 0.035 0.0 'FOXI'
'FOX' 0.00 1.00 0.035 1.0 '~0x1'
'SUPP' 0.035 0.00 0.045 0.0 'SUPO' 'BL'
'SUPP' 0.035 1.00 0.045 1.0 'SUPO' 'BR'
'FOXI' 0.045 0.00 0.80 0.0 'FOXI'
'FOX' 0.045 1.00 0.80 1.0 'FOXI'
'CONT' 0.80 0.00 0.80 1.0 'CONO' 'C '
' .STR'

'*'
'*'

The discretization block discretizes the device. See [15] pp. 2-37.
'DISC'
'GRID' 1 120 2 1.0
'XGRI' 0 0.25 75
' .DIS'

'*'
'*'
'*'
'*'

The model block defines the surface recombination for the contacts and the model
parameters. See [15] pp. 2-6 to 2-14. For breakdown simulations, tlie avalanche term
needs to be uncomrnented.
'MODEls'
'SUPP' 'SUPO' 0
'CONT' 'CONE' 9.0e4
'CONT' 'CONO' 0
'*'
'AVAL' 7.03e5 1.231e6 1.582e6 2.036e6

'SEMI' 'SILI'
'UMOD'
'PMOB' 30 470 1.6e17 0.63 -2.5 0.35 1.0 0.0 6.le20 2.0 1
'NMOB' 286.95 1340 2.9538e17 1.0601 -2.5 0.35 2:.0 0.0 3.43e20
2.0 1
'.MOD'
'*' The alloy block defines the SiGe base. See [15] pp. The only paranleter which has a
'*' molarity dependence, in this case, is bandgap. Everything else is set ito the silicon
' *' values.
'ALLOY'
'BASM' 'SILI'
'EXPM' 0.116 0.059 0.02 3.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2.0
'EXPM' 0.045 0.0751 0.006 1.5 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2.0
'BGAP' -0.9232 0.0
'ELAF' 0.0 0.0
'EFMA' 0.0 0.0
'EPSR' 0.0 0.0
'MOBI' 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.8
'.ALLOY'

'*'
'*' The profile block defines the doping profile. See [IS] pp. 2-29 to 2-36.

'PROFile'
'*'
Emitter - analytical profile
'DTYP' 'DONO' 1.889e20
'EXP' -1.6e21 0.002 0.01 2.5 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2.0
'*'
Collector - analytical profile
'EXP' -2.2e18 0.8 0.25 1.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2.0
'ERFC' -0.9976e19 0.6150 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2.0
'*'
Base - analytical profile
'DTYP' 'ACCE' 1.889e20
'EXP' 4.35e18 0.012 0.055 7.5 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 '2.0
'EXP' -1.74e18 0.022 0.01 3.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 2.0
'.PRO'

'*'

'*' Analyze checks input of device fiom above. Temp sets the temperature to 300 K.
' * ' TCPU limits the amount of CPU time the program can run. See [15].
'ANALyze'

'TEMP' 300
'TCPU' 100000
'*'
'*' SIMULATION 1: DC and quasistatic analysis with either a CE or BE short.
'*' The solution block controls the algorithm and how the problem is solved. See [15] pp.
'*' 2-50 to 2-57.
'SOLUtion'

'SEMI'
'TOL ' 1.0e-5 1.0e-5 0.0
'ITER' 100
'SIMU' 10
'POISson' 1
'LUFA'
'ORDE' 21
'LIMI' 5 0.05 1
'HOLE' 1
'ELEC' 1
'. SEM'
'.SOL'
'*'
'*' This DC block ramps the voltage up to the operating point. See [15] pp. 2-61 to 2-62.
'DC'
'BIAS' 'E ' 'LIN' 0.0 0.0 0.0
'BIAS' 'BL' 'TAB' 4 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.6
'BIAS' 'BR' 'TAB' 4 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.6
'BIAS' 'C ' 'TAB' 5 0.0 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.6
'*'
'*' The output block controls data postprocessing. In this case, the AL(jO statement
'*' causes the numerical details of the solution to be printed. See [15] pip. 3-1 and 3-7.
'OUTPut' 'WAVE'
'ALGO' 1
'.OUT'
'*'
'*' The run command runs the prior DC block.
'RUN '
'*'
'*' You can have multiple simulations in the same file. After each run statement you can
'*' start a new solution block and a DC, QU, or AC block will follow along with another
'*' output block. Generally, I run each separately. The end of the input deck must have
'*'an 'END' statement.

'SOLUtion'
'SEMI'

'TOL ' 1.0e-5 1.0e-4 0.0
'ITER' 100
'SIMU' 10
'POISson' 1
'LUFA'
'ORDE' 21
'LIMI' 10 0.05 1
'HOLE' 1

'ELEC' 1
'.SEM'

'.SOL'
'*'
'DC'
'BIAS' 'E ' 'LIN' 0.0 0.0 0.0
'BIAS' 'BL' 'TAB' 20 0.6 0.61 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.67 0.68 0.69
0.70 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.85
0.86 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96
'BIAS' 'BR' 'TAB' 20 0.6 0.61 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.67 0.68 0.69
0.70 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.85
0.86 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96

'BIAS' 'C ' 'TAB' 20 0.6 0.61 0.62 0.63 0.64 0.65 0.66 0.67 0.68 0.69
0.70 0.71 0.72 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.76 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.80 0.81 0.82 0.83 0.84 0.85
0.86 0.87 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 0.96

'*'
'*' This statement sets up the quasistatic analysis. See [15] pp. 2-62.
'QUAS' 'BWBR' 1.0
'*' Or you can use the following statement to do a quasistatic analysis fclr a BE short
'*' 'QUAS' 'C ' 1.0

'*'

'OUTPut' 'WAVE'
'ALGO' 1
'*' The olib block specifies an output library for device specific electrical quantities.
'*' See [15] pp. 3-3 to 3-7. This block defines the bipolar output library.
' 0 ~ 1 3 3'BJTV'
~
'VERT' 'METAl1'
'LATE' 'MASK' 0.0 1.0
'RSHE' 0.0
' .OLIB'
' *' The following four statements save the data to files. The PLOF and PRINT statements
' *' save the last bias point and all internal quantities for that bias point, :See [15] pp.3-9.
' *' The ELPA command outputs terminal and other electrical data to the file 75ghz01.qu.
'*' See [15] pp. 3-9 to 3-10 and 3-12. Some of the quantities are specific to whether the
'*' quasistatic analysis being done is a CE or BE short. In this example, BETA, TWT,
' *' and FT are only valid with a CE short. See [15] pp. 3-12 for a complete list of the
'*' electrical quantities involved. The STOR command saves all relevent data to a file
'*' with different record numbers for each bias point. These records can be loaded in a
'*' later input deck. See [15] pp. 3-8.
'PLOF' '75 -PLOl '
' P m T ' '*'
'ELPA' '75ghz01 .qu' 5 'VBE VCE IC IB BETA FT TWT RSIBI'
'STOR' '75GHZ01'

'.OUT'
'RUN'
'*' The end statement tells Device that the input deck is finished. Device will not do
'*' anything after this statement. If you want, to run more DC blocks rmove the end
'*' statement and the appropriate solution and dclaclqu blocks.
'END'
'*' END SIMCTLATION 1
C.2 Medici input decks

Only the complete input deck for a full dc and low frequency ac rinalysis is given
here. Appendix A can be used as a reference to implement the other simulation decks.
Also, the extraction routines from Appendix A can be used just by changing the filenames.

Input deck 1
coinment 75 GHz BJT DD input deck for Medici.
coinment Mesh specification. Outputs mesh to 75&-1d.mesh.
+ 3-18.
mesh out.file=75&-1 d.mesh
x.mesh width=1.0 hl=0.5 summary
y.mesh n o d e l location=O
y.mesh n o d e 2 location=0.002752211
y.mesh node=3 location=O.005554024
y.mesh n o d e 4 location=0.008378902
y.mesh node=5 location=O.O1120166
y.mesh n o d e 6 location=O.O1400353
y.mesh n o d e 7 location=O.O1677067
y.mesh node=8 location=O.O194915
y.mesh node=9 location=0.02216831
y.mesh node=lO location=0.0248055
y.mesh n o d e l 1 location=0.02740544
y.mesh node=12 location=0.02996989
y.mesh node=13 location=0.03250076
y.mesh node=14 location=0.035
y.mesh n o d e 15 location=0.03838253
y.mesh node=16 location=O.04171424
y.mesh node=17 location=0.045
y.mesh node=18 location=0.04682919

See [10] pp. 3-10 to

y.mesh n o d e19 location=0.04864693
y.mesh node=20 location=0.05045401
y.mesh node21 location=0.05225017
y.mesh node=22 location=0.05403669
y.mesh node23 location=0.05581504
y.mesh node24 location=0.05758607
y.mesh node25 location=0.05932898
y.mesh node26 location=O.06079366
y.mesh node27 location=0.06205465
y.mesh node28 location=0.06332032
y.mesh node29 location=0.06459156
y.mesh node30 location=0.06586842
y.mesh node31 location=0.06715141
y.mesh node32 location=0.06844074
y.mesh node=33 location=0.0697378
y.mesh node=34 location=0.07104308
y.mesh node35 location=0.07235641
y.mesh node36 location=O.0736788
y.mesh node=37 location=0.07501148
y.mesh node38 location=0.07635691
y.mesh node39 location=0.07771774
y.mesh node40 location=0.07909871
y.mesh node=41 location=0.08051154
y.mesh node=42 location=0.08197402
y.n~eshnode43 location=0.08350667
y.mesh node=44 location=0.08511683
y.mesh node45 location=0.08700441
y.mesh node46 location=0.08860979
y.n~eshnode47 location=0.0904538
y.mesh node48 location=0.09239858
y.mesh node49 location=0.0944195
y.niesh node50 location=0.09649451
y.n~eshnode=51 location=0.09860357
y.n~eshnode52 location=O.1007357
y.mesh node53 location=O.102894
y.mesh node54 location=O.105067
y.mesh node=55 location=O.1072447
y.mesh node56 location=O.1094648
y.mesh node57 location=O.1117188
y.mesh node58 location=O.1140124
y.mesh node59 location=O.116351 5
y.mesh node=60 location=O.1187426
y.mesh node=61 location=O.121 1928
y.mesh node=62 location=O.1237299

y.mesh node63 location=O.12636
y.mesh node64 location=O.1291096
y.n~eshnode65 location=O.132003
y.mesh node=66 location=O.1350819
y.mesh node=67 location=O.1387594
y.mesh node=68 location=O.1424905
y.mesh node=69 location=O.1463363
y.mesh nod-70 location=O.1520378
y.mesh node=71 location=O.1577393
y.mesh node=72 location=O.1634408
y.nlesh node=73 location=O.1732645
y.nlesh node=74 location=O.1843443
y.mesh node=75 location=0.2
y.n~eshnode=76 location=0.2132547
y.nlesh node=77 location=0.2266904
y.mesh node=78 location=0.24018
y.mesh node=79 location=0.2536551
y.mesh nod-80 location=0.2671439
y.mesh nod-8 1 location=0.2806344
y.nlesh node=82 location=0.2941249
y.mesh node=83 location=O.3076 15
y.mesh node84 location=O.3211041
y.mesh node=85 location=0.3345913
y.mesh node86 location=0.3480753
y.mesh node87 location=O.3615536
y.mesh node=88 location=O.3750225
y.mesh node=89 location=0.3884759
y.niesh node90 location=0.4019052
y.mesh node=91 location=0.4152986
y.niesh nod-92 location=0.4286416
y.mesh node=93 location=0.4419192
y.mesh node94 location=0.455119
y.mesh node=95 location=0.4681269
y.mesh node=96 location=0.481269
y.mesh node=97 location=0.4942341
y.mesh node98 Iocation=0.5071505
y.mesh node=99 location=0.5200437
y.mesh node=100 location=O.5329409
y.mesh node= 101 location=O.5458683
y.mesh node=102 location=O.5588449
y.mesh n o d e 103 location=O.5718838
y.mesh node104 location=O.5849915
y.mesh node=105 location=0.5981692
y.mesh node=106 location=0.6114137

comment Region definition. See [lo] pp. 3-40.
region SIGE num=l y.linear x.mole=8.22408e-13 x.end=5.20725e-5 x.nlin=O x.max=l
+ p.min=O y.max=0.0194915
region SIGE num=2 y.linear x.mole=5.20725e-5 x.end=0.000224918 x.rnin=O x.max=l
+ p'.min=0.0194915 y.max=0.02216831
region SIGE num=3 y.linear x.mole=0.000224918 x.end=0.000783325 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.02216831 y.max=0.0248055
region SIGE n u m 4 y.linear x.mole=0.000783325 x.end=0.00225087 x. min=0 x.max=l
+ y.min=0.0248055 y.max=0.0274054
region SIGE num=5 y.linear x.mole=O.00225087 x.end=0.00544915 x.rnin=O x.max= 1
+ y.min=O.0274054 y.max=0.02996968
region SIGE num=6 y.linear x.mole=0.00544915 x.end=0.0113315 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.02996968 y.max=0.03250076
region SIGE num=7 y.linear x.mole=0.0113315 x.end=0.02060616 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.03250076 y.max=0.035
region SIGE num=8 y.liiear x.mole=0.02060616 x.end=0.0387868 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.035 y.max=0.03838253
region SIGE num=9 y.linear x.mole=0.0387868 x.end=0.0608234 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.03838253 y.max=0.04171424
region SIGE num=lO y.linear x.mole=0.0608235 x.end=0.0823186 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.04171424 y.max=0.045
region SIGE num=l 1 y.linear x.mole=0.0823186 x.end=0.0925966 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.045 y.max=0.04682919
region SIGE num=12 y.linear x.mole=0.0925966 x.end=O.1009797 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.04682919 y.max=0.04864693
region SIGE num=13 y.linear x.mole=O.1009797 x.end=O.1073048 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.04864693 y.max=0.05045401
region SIGE num=14 y.linear x.mole=O.1073048 x.end=O.1116522 x.min=O x.max=1
+ y.min=0.05045401 y.max=0.05225017

region SIGE num=15 y.linear x.mole=O.1116522 x.end=O.1143032 x.mim=O x.max=l

+ y..min=0.05225017y.max=0.05403669
region SIGE num=16 y.linear x.mole=O.1143032 x.end=O.1156739 x.mii=O x.max=l

+ y.min=0.05403669y.max-0.0558 1504
region SIGE num=17 y.linear x.mole=O.1156739 x.end=O.1162662 x.mii=O x.max=l

+ y..min=0.05581504y.max=0.05758607
region SIGE num=18 y.linear x.mole=O.1162662 x.end=O.116634 x.minr=Ox.max=l

+ y..min=0.05758607y.ma~O.05932898
region SIGE num=19 y.linear x.mole=O.116634 x.end=O.1170493 x.min==Ox.max=l

+ y.min=0.05932898y.max-0.06079366
region SIGE num=20 y.linear x.mole=O.1170493 x.end=O.1174109 x.miin=Ox.max=l

+ y.min=O.O6079366 y.max=O.O6205465
region SIGE num=21 y.linear x.mole=O.1174109 x.end=O.1177108 x.miin=O x.max-1

+ y..min=0.06205465 y.ma~0.06332032
region SIGE num=22 y.linear x.mole=O.1177108 x.end=O.1179245 x.miin=O x.max=l

+ y..min=0.06332032y.max-0.0649156
region SIGE num=23 y.linear x.mole=O.1179245 x.end=O.1180694 x.miin=O x.max=l

+ y..min=0.0649156 y.max-0.06586842
regjon SIGE num=24 y.linear x.mole=O.1180694 x.end=O.1182015 x.miin=O x.max=l

+ y..min=0.06586842y.max=0.06715141
region SIGE num=25 y.linear x.mole=O.1182015 x.end=O.1183958 x.miin=O x.max=l

+ ~.min=0.067151141y.max=0.06844074
region SIGE num=26 y.linear x.mole=O.1183958 x.end=O.1187008 x.miin=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.06844074y.max=O.0697378
region SIGE num=27 y.linear x.mole=O.1187008 x.end=O.119055 x.min=Ox.max=l
+ y.min=0.0697378y.max-0.07 104308
region SIGE num=28 y.liiear x.mole=O.119055 x.end=O.1191522 x.min:=Ox.max=l
+ y.min=0.07104308y.max=0.07235641
region SIGE num=29 y.linear x.mole=O.1191522 x.end=O.1182198 x.mim=O x.max=l
+ y.min=O.O7235641y.max=0.0736788
region SIGE num=3O y.linear x.mole=O.1182198 x.end=O.1143611 x.mio=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.0736788y.max=0.07501148
region SIGE num=31 y.linear x.mole=O.1143611 x.end=O.1012241 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.07501148y.max=0.07635691
region SIGE num=32 y.linear x.mole=O.1012241 x.end=0.08483723 x.rnin=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.07635691 y.max=0.07771774
region SIGE num=33 y.linear x.mole=0.08483723x.end=0.06816096x:min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.07771774 y.max=0.07909871
reejon SIGE num=34 y.linear x.mole=0.06816096x.end=0.05253259x.:min=Ox.max=l
+ y.min=0.07909871y.max=0.08051154
reejon SIGE num=35 y.linear x.mole=0.05253259x.end=0.03868141 x:min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=O.O8051154 y . m a ~ 0 . 0197402
8
region SIGE num=36 y.linear x.mole=0.03868141 x.end=0.01771868 x.:min=Ox.max=l
+ y.min=0.08197402 y.max=0.08511683

region SIGE num=37 y.linear x.mole=0.01771868 x.end=0.001438194 r:.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.08511683y.max=0.09239858
region SIGE num=38 y.linear x.mole=0.001438194 x.end=1.21 1059e-6 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.09239858 y.max=O.105067
region SIGE num=39 y.linear x.mole1.21 1059e-6 x.end=O x.min=O x.rnax=1
+ y .min=O.105067 y.max=2
region SILICON num=40 x.min=0 x.max=l y.min=O.2 y.max=O.8
comment Emitter, base, and collector definition. Base is set to majority because this is a

+ 1D simulation. See [lo] pp. 3-45.
electr nameemitter top
electr namecollector bottom
electr namebase y.min=O.035 y.max=0.035 majority
comment Read in a doping profile fiom a file, sige-tma-dop and outputs profile to

+ 75ghz-1d.prof. See [lo] pp. 3-50
profile ID.ASCII in.file=sige-tma-dop y.col=1 n.col=2 p.col=3 out.fi1~75ghz-1d.prof
comment Specifjr models to be used during simulation. If you want to simulate

+ breakdown, add 'impact.i ' to the model statement, see the commented line after the
model line below. See [lo] pp. 3-64.
model analytic fldmob consrh auger bgn print
comment model analytic fldmob consrh auger bgn impact.i print
comment Specifjr material properties. See [lo] pp. 3-192. See Table A.1 for a complete
+ listing and definition of the material parameters.
material SILICON AUGN=2.8E-31 AUGP=0.99E-31 EG300=1.122 EC;ALPHA=2.8E-4
+ EGBETA=O VO.BGN=8.3E-3 NO.BGN=8E16 CON.BGNz0.25 AN=O AP=O BN=O
+ HP=O CP=l CN=l TAUNOz9E-6 TAUPO=3E-6 NSRHN=2.5E15 NS'RHP=2.5E15
+ EN=0.5 EP=0.5 NC300=5.0441E19 NV300=1.8801E19 N.IONIZA='7.03E5
+ E'.IONIZA=1.582E6 EXN.II=l EXP.II=l ECN.IP1.231E6 ECP.II=2.036E6
+ ELE.TAUW=3E-13 PRINT
material SIGE AU(r?V=2.8E-31 AUGP=0.99E-31 EG300=1.122 EGAL.IPHA=2.8E-4

+ EGBETA=O VO,BGN=8,3E-3NO.BGN=8E16 CON.BGN=0.25AN=O AP=O BN=O
+ HP=O CP=l CN=1 TAUNO=9E-6 TAUPO=3E-6 NSRHN=2.5E15NSlRHP=2.5E15

+ EN=0.5 EP=0.5 NC300=5.0441E19 NV300=1.8801E19 N.IONIZA='7.03E5
+ P.IONIZA=l.582E6 EXN.II=l EXP.II=l ECN.II=1.231E6 ECP.II=2.036E6
+ ELE.TAUW=3E-13 EG.MODEL=2 PRINT
comment Specifjr mobility parameters. See [lo] pp. 3-210.
mobility SILICON MUN .MIN=80 MUP.MIN=30 MUN.MAX=1360 MUP.MAX=470
+ NREFN=1E17 NREFP= 1.6E17 ALPHAN=O.77 ALPHAP=O.63 FLD:MOB=1
+ BETAN=2 BETAP=2 VSATN=l .1E7 VSATP=0.95E7 PRINT

mobility SIGE MUN.MIN=80 MUP.MIN=30 MUN.MAX=1360 MLTP.IMAX=470
+ NREFN=1E17 NREFP= 1.6E17 ALPHAN=O.77 ALPHAP=O.63 FLDIMOB=l
+ RETAN=2 BETAP=2 VSATN=1.1E7 VSATP=O.95E7 PlUNT
comment SpecifL surface recombination for the emitter. See [lo] pp. 3-226.
contact narne=ernitter surfrec VSURFP=9E4 VSURFN=lE9 print
comment SpecifL solution method. Use Newton's method with 2 carriers. See [lo]
+ pp. 3-91.
symbol newton carriers=2
comment Set up log file, 75ghz-1 d.log, for I-V data. See [lo] pp. 3-180.
log out.file=75ghz-ld.log
comment The following solve block can be used to simulate the device. You can look in
Appendix A for SIMULATIONS 2 through 4 and change them accordingly,
comment SIMLKATION 1: The first one is a DC analysis with a low frequency AC
+ analysis to allow for f~ calculations. Each bias point is stored in alphet~itizedfiles
+ starting with 75ghz-ld-a. VBEgoes from 0.6 V to 0.9 V. See [lo] pp. 3-103.
solve initial V(emitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=0.6 elec=base vstep:=O.01 nstep=30
+ a.c.anal fieq=l e6 term=base out.file=75ghz-1 d-a
comment END SIMULATION 1

Input deck 2
comment 55 GHz BJT ET input deck for Medici
comment Mesh specification. Outputs mesh to 75ghz-ld-et.mesh.
+ 3-18.
x.mesh width=l .0 hl=0.5 summary
y.mesh n o d e l location=O
y.mesh node=2 location=0.002752211
y .mesh n o d e 3 location=0.005554024
y.mesh n o d e 4 location=0.008378902
y.mesh node=5 location=O.O1120166
y.mesh n o d e 6 location=O.O1400353
y.mesh node=7 location=O.01677067
y.mesh n o d e 8 location=0.0194915
y.mesh n o d e 9 location=0.02216831
y.mesh node10 location=0.0248055
y.mesh node= 11 location=0.02740544
y.mesh node=12 location=0.02996989

See [lo] pp. 3-10 to

y.mesh n o d e 13 location=0.03250076
y.mesh node14 location=0.035
y.mesh node15 location=0.03838253
y.mesh node=16 location=O.04171424
y.mesh node17 location=0.045
y.mesh node=18 location=O.04682919
y.mesh node19 location=0.04864693
y.nlesh node=20 location=0.05045401
y.mesh n o d e 21 location=O.05225017
y.mesh node22 location=O.05403669
y.mesh node=23 location=O.05581504
y.mesh node=24 location=O.05758607
y.mesh node=25 location=0.05932898
y.mesh node26 location=0.06079366
y.mesh node=27 location=0.06205465
y.mesh node28 location=0.06332032
y.mesh node29 location=O.06459156
y.mesh node30 location=O.06586842
y.mesh node=31 location=0.06715141
y.mesh node32 location=0.06844074
y.mesh node=33 location=O.0697378
y.mesh node34 location=O.07104308
y.mesh node=35 location=0.07235641
y.mesh node36 location=0.0736788
y.mesh node=37 location=0.07501148
y.nlesh node38 location=0.07635691
y.nlesh node39 location=0.07771774
y.mesh node=40 location=O.07909871
y.mesh node41 location=O.08051154
y.mesh node42 location=O.08197402
y.mesh node=43 location=O.08350667
y.mesh node44 location=0.08511683
y.mesh node45 location=0.08700441
y.mesh node46 location=0.08860979
y.mesh node47 location=0.0904538
y.mesh node48 location=0.09239858
y.mesh node49 location=0.0944195
y.mesh node50 location=0.09649451
y.mesh node=51 location=0.09860357
y.mesh node=52 location=O.1007357
y.mesh node=53 location=O.102894
y.mesh node54 location=O.105067
y.mesh node=55 location=O.1072447
y.mesh node56 location=O.1094648

y.mesh node57 location=0.1117188
y.mesh node=58 location=O.1140124
y.mesh node=59 location=O.11635 15
y.niesh node60 location=O.1187426
y.mesh n o d e 61 location=O.1211928
y.mesh node62 location=O.1237299
y.niesh node63 location=O.12636
y.niesh node=64 location=O.1291096
y.niesh node65 location=O.132003
y.niesh node=66 location=O.1350819
y.mesh node67 location=0.1387594
y.niesh node=68 location=O.1424905
y.niesh node=69 location=O.1463363
y.niesh node=70 location=O.1520378
y.niesh n o d e 71 location=O.1577393
y.mesh node=72 location=O.1634408
y.niesh node73 location=O.1732645
y.niesh node74 location=O.1843443
y. mesh node=75 location=0.2
y.niesh node=76 location=0.2132547
y.niesh node=77 location=0.2266904
y.niesh node=78 location=0.24018
y.nlesh node79 location=0.2536551
y.mesh node=80 location=0.2671439
y.mesh n o d e 81 location=0.2806344
y.niesh node82 location=0.2941249
y.niesh node83 location=0.307615
y.mesh node=84 location=O.3211041
y.mesh node85 location=0.3345913
y. mesh node=86 location=O.3480753
y.niesh node87 location=0.3615536
y.mesh node=88 location=O.3750225
y.niesh node89 location=0.3884759
y mesh node=90 location=0.4019052
y. mesh n o d e 91 location=O.4152986
y.n~eshnode=92 Iocation=0.4286416
y.niesh node93 location=0.4419192
y.mesh node94 location=0.455119
y.mesh node95 location=0.4681269
y.mesh node96 location=0.481269
y.mesh node=97 location=0.4942341
y.mesh node98 location=0.5071505
y.n~eshnode99 location=O.5200437
y.mesh n o d e100 location=O.5329409

comment Region definition. See [lo] pp. 3-40.
region SIGE num=l y.linear x.mole=8.22408e-13 x.end=5.20725e-5 x.nlin=O x.max=l
+ y.min=O y.max=0.0194915
region SIGE num=2 y.linear x.mole=5.20725e-5 x.end=0.000224918 x.rnin=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.0194915 y.max=0.02216831
region SIGE num=3 y.linear x.mole=0.000224918 x.end=0.000783325 r;.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.02216831 y.max=0.0248055
region SIGE num=4 y.linear x.mole=O.000783325 x.end=0.00225087 x:min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.0248055 y.max=0.0274054
region SIGE num=5 y.linear x.mole=0.00225087 x.end=0.00544915 x.rnin=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.0274054 y.max=0.02996968
region SIGE num=6 y.linear x.mole=0.00544915 x.end=0.0113315 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.02996968 y.max=0.03250076
region SIGE num=7 y.linear x.mole=0.0113315 x.end=0.02060616 x.mi:n=Ox.max=l
+ y.min=0.03250076 y . m w 0 . 0 3 5
region SIGE num=8 y.linear x.mole=0.02060616 x.end=0.0387868 x.mi:n=Ox.max=l
+ y.min=0.035 y,max=0.03838253
region SIGE num=9 y.linear x.mole=0.0387868 x.end=0.0608234 x.min:=Ox.max= 1
+ y.min=0.03838253 y.max=0.04171424
regon SIGE num=lO y.linear x.mole=0.0608235 x.end=0.0823186 x.mi:n=Ox.max=l
+ y.min=0.04171424 y.max=0.045
region SIGE num= 11 y.linear x.mole=O.0823186 x.end=0.0925966 x.mi:n=Ox.max=l
+ y.min=0.045 y.max=0.04682919

region SIGE num=12 y.linear x.mole=0.0925966 x.end=O.1009797 x.min=O x.max= 1
+ y.min=0.04682919 y.max=0.04864693
region SIGE num=13 y.linear x.mole=O.1009797 x.end=O.1073048 x.min=O x.max= 1
+ y.min=0.04864693 y.max=0.05045401
region SIGE num=14 y.linear x.mole=O.1073048 x.end=O.1116522 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.05045401 y.max=0.05225017
region SIGE num=15 y.linear x.mole=O.1116522 x.end=O.1143032 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.05225017 y.max=0.05403669
region SIGE num=16 y.linear x.mole=O.1143032 x.end=O.1156739 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.05403669 y.max=0.05581504
region SIGE num=17 y.linear x.mole=O.1156739 x.end=O.1162662 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.05581504 y.max=0.05758607
region SIGE num=18 y.linear x.mole=O.1162662 x.end=O.116634 x.min==Ox.max=l
+ y.min=0.05758607 y.max=0.05932898
region SIGE num=19 y.linear x.mole=O.116634 x.end=O.1170493 x.min==Ox.max=l
+ y.min=0.05932898 y.max=0.06079366
region SIGE num=20 y.linear x.mole=O.1170493 x.end=O.1174109 x.mi11=0x.max=l
+ y.min=0.06079366 y.max=0.06205465
region SIGE num=21 y.linear x.mole=O.1174109 x.end=O.1177108 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.06205465 y.max=0.06332032
region SIGE num=22 y.linear x.mole=O.1177108 x.end=O.1179245 x.min=O x.max= 1
+ y.min=0.06332032 y.max=0.0649156
region SIGE num=23 y.linear x.mole=O.1179245 x.end=O.1180694 x.min=O x.max= 1
+ y.min=0.0649156 y.max=0.06586842
region SIGE num=24 y.linear x.mole=O.1180694 x.end=O.1182015 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.06586842 y.max=0.06715141
region SIGE num=25 y.linear x.mole=O.1182015 x.end=O.1183958 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.067151141 y.ma~0.06844074
region SIGE num=26 y.linear x.mole=O.1183958 x.end=O.1187008 x.mit1=0 x.max=l
+ y..min=0.06844074y.max=0.0697378
re@on SIGE num=27 y.linear x.mole=O.1187008 x.end=O.119055 x.min==Ox.max= 1
+ y..min=0.0697378y.max=0.07104308
regjon SIGE num=28 y.linear x.mole=O.119055 x.end=O.1191522 x.min==Ox.max=l
+ y.rnin=0.07104308 y.max=0.07235641
region SIGE num=29 y.linear x.mole=O.1191522 x.end=O.1182198 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y..min=0.07235641 y.max=0.0736788
region SIGE nurn=30 y.linear x.mole=O.1182198 x.end=O.1143611 x.min=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.0736788 y.max=0.07501148
region SIGE num=31 y.linear x.mole=O.1143611 x.end=O.1012241 x.mi~a=Ox.max=l
+y.min=0.07501148 y.ma~0.07635691
region SIGE num=32 y.linear x.mole=O.1012241 x.end=0.08483723 x.mlin=O x.max=1
+ y.min=0.07635691 y.max=0.07771774
reaon SIGE num=33 y.linear x.mole=0.08483723 x.end=0.06816096 x.imin=O x.max=l
+ y.min=0.07771774 y.max=0.07909871

region SIGE num=34 y.linear x.mole=0.06816096 x.end=0.05253259x.imin=O x.max=l

+ y.min=0.07909871y.max=0.08051154
region SIGE num=35 y.linear x.mole=O.05253259 x.end=0.03868141 x.~min=Ox.max=l

+ y.min=0.08051154 y.max=0.08197402
region SIGE num=36 y.linear x.mole=0.03868141 x.end=0.01771868 x.imin=O x.max=l

+ y.min=0.08197402 y.max=0.08511683
region SIGE num=37 y.linear x.mole=0.01771868 x.end=0.001438194 x:.min=O x.max=l

+ y.min=0.08511683 y.max=0.09239858
region SIGE num=38 y.linear x.mole=0.001438194 x.end=1.211059e-6 x.min=O x.max=l

+ y.min=0.09239858 y.max=O.105067
region SIGE num=39 y.linear x.mole=1.21 1059e-6 x.end=O x.min=O x.rnax=1

+ y.min=O.105067 y.max=2
region SILICON num=40 x.min=O x.max= 1 y.min=0.2y.max=O.8
comment Emitter, base, and collector definition. Base is set to majority because this is a

+ ID simulation. See [lo] pp. 3-45.
electr name=emitter top
electr name=collector bottom
electr name=base y.min=0.035y.max=0.035majority
comment Read in a doping profile from a file, sige-tma-dop and outputs profile to
+ 55ghz-ld-et.prof See [lo] pp. 3-50
profile 1D.ASCII in.file=sige-tma-dop y.col=l n.col=2 p.col=3 out.file=75ghz-ld-et.prof
comment Spec@ models to be used during simulation. If you want to simulate
+ breakdown, add 5mpact.i ' to the model statement, see the comrnenteci line after the
model line below. See [lo] pp. 3-64.
model analytic tmpmob consrh auger bgn &.model eftmp print
colnrnent model analytic tmpmob consrh auger bgn et.mode1eftmp impact.i print
comment Specify material properties. See [lo] pp. 3-192. See Table A.1 for a complete
+ listing and definition of the material parameters.
material SILICON AUGN=2.8E-31 AUGP=0.99E-31 EG300=1.122 ECiALPHA=2.8E-4
+ EGBETA=O VO.BGN=8.3E-3NO.BGN=8E16 CON.BGN=0.25AN=lO AP=O BN=O
+ HP=O CP=l CN=1 TAUNO=9E-6 TALPO=3E-6 NSRHN=2.5E15 NSRHP=2.5E15
+ EN=O.5 EP=0.5 NC300=5.0441E19 NV300=1.8801E19 N.IONIZA='7.03E5
+ 1'.IONTZA=l.582E6 EXN.II=l EXP.II=l ECN.II=1.231E6 ECP.II=2.036E6
+ ELE.TAUWz3E-13 PRINT
material SIGE AUGN=2.8E-31 AUGP=O.99E-31 EG300=1.122 EGALlFHA=2.8E-4

+ EGBETA=O VO.BGN=8.3E-3 NO.BGN=8E16 CON.BGN=0.25 AN=0 AP=O BN=O
+ HP=O CP=1 CN=l TAUNO=9E-6 TAUPO=3E-6 NSRHN=2.5E15 NS'RHP=2.5E15

+ IZN=0.5 EP=0.5 NC300=5.044.lE19NV300=1.8801E19 N.IONIZA=7.03E5
+ I'.IONIZA=1.582E6 EXN.II=l EXP.II=l ECN.II=1.231E6 ECP.II=2.036E6

+ ELE.TAUW=3E-13 EG.MODEL=2 PRINT
comment Specify mobility parameters. See [lo] pp. 3-210.
mobility SILICON MUN.MIN=80 MCTP.MIN=30 MUN.MAX=1360 MUP.MAX=470
+ NREFN=1E17 NREFP= 1.6E17 ALPHAN=O.77 ALPHAP=0.63 FLDIMOB=l
+ BETAN=2 BETAP=2 VSATN= 1.1E7 VSATP=O.95E7 PRINT
mobility SIGE MLrN.MIN=80 MUP,MIN=30 MUN.MAX=1360 MUP.IUIAX=470

+ NREFN=1E17 NREFP= 1.6E17 ALPHAN=O.77 ALPHAP=O.63 FLDl60B=1
+ BETAN=2 BETAP=2 VSATN=l .1E7 VSATP=0.95E7PRINT
comment Specify surface recombination for the emitter. See [lo] pp. 3-226.
contact name=emitter surf.rec VSURFP=9E4 VSURFN=lE9 print

comment The following loop solves DD first then the ET equations. See [lo] pp.

+ 9-8. If you do not want to implement all the simulation blocks, make s:urethe Lend
+ statement is at the end of the input deck.
loop steps=2
assign nam~eletemp1.value=(F,T)
assign name=logfil c 1=75ghz-ld-dd.log c2=75ghz-1 d-et.log
comment Load the DD solution at the low bias for first guess. Note, when you load a
+ solution the models, material parameter, and mobility from that solutiorl are loaded too.
+ Thus, the parameters set above are over written
load i n . f i l ~ 7 5 g h qd-a
l
if cond=@eletemp
comment Define ET models. Redefine energy relaxation time because when old solution
+ was loaded the DD material parameters were loaded and the energy relaxation time was
+ at its default value, which is 2e-13 seconds. Also, the solution method is defined with
+ both hole and electron temperature being solved for. See [lo] pp. 2-67 to 2-74.
model TMPMOB ET.MODEL EF.TMP PRINT
material SILICON ELE.TAUW=3E-13 PRINT
syrnb carriers=2 newton ele.tmp hol.tmp
method etx.tol=O.1
else
syrnb carriers=2 newton
if.end
comment Set up log file, 75ghz-Id-et.log, for I-V data. See [lo] pp. 3-180.
log out .file=@lo&l
comment The following solve blocks can be used to simulate the device. Just comment

+ out the simulation you don't want, and remove the comment statements from the one

+ you wish to simulate. The out.file specified will contain both DD and ET data, which
+ makes analyzing the data more difficult. When you use the extract statements, which
+ are described later, for terminal characteristics both the DD and ET data are printed for
+ each bias point in a somewhat random order. However, the internal quantities extracted
+ are for the ET solution only.
comment SIMLJLATION 1: The first one is a DC analysis with a low frequency AC

+ analysis to allow for f T calculations. Each bias point is stored in alpheblitized files
+ starting with 25ghcld-a. VBEgoes from 0.6 V to 0.9 V. See [10] pip. 3-103.
solve initial V(ernitter)=O V(collector)=1.5 V(base)=O.6 elec=base vstepZ=0.
01 nstep=30
+ ac.anal freq=l e6 term=base out .file=55ghz-1 d-et -a
comment END SIMULATION 1
C.3 Model parameters

The blank spaces in the table are left blank intentionally and indici~tethe simulation
program in question does not have an equivalent circuit parameter.

Table C.1
Modeling parameters used in 75 GHz simulations for Device anti Medici.

VGO

EG300

1.122

1.122

%

EGALPHA

2.8 lo4

2.8 l o 4

Vhd)

VO.BGN

8.3

8.3

Ghd

NO.BGN

8. 1016

loJ

lo3

8. 1016

.

CON.BGN

chd

0.25

0.25

Qhd

1.48 10"

Yhd

0.5
EGBETA

0

Mobility

I

I

NREFP

Gw
PnG

ALPHAN

.

1 1.6

I

I

I

1017

1.0601

.

1 1.6

I

1017

1.0601

SRH Recombination

I

NSRHN

I

2.5 1015

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Auger Recombination
AUGN

c,
I

AUGP

CP
I

Impact Ionization

I

EXN. I1
I

EXP.I1
CONTACTS

1

1

I

I

I

I Saturation Velocity

1 1 . 1 10' 1 1 . 1 . 10'
I 0.95 lo7 1 0.95 110'
I

I
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I
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VT,O

I
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Energy Relaxation Time
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I
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